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AL-APAR UNIVERSITY','

sita.,i0dul',AAWA4aMild;
"(lisait,4I*nahAI-4ishillyvyah

,

votu4.A 441ot :Oho.
Preparatery'l'ear:atAl,-Aihar ,' ,.ts t ),HCaltd, CommOfee

of ,AZ'fiiiInucatfon 'N'ail-Onalof :EducitiOn.i, Scientific' ResearChand TethnOlogy,-pages. : ',, ,A: j
, .. -

.
, ,

, .

P0114,44g) an introduction on the :.role. of Al-Azhar. in tslainic.
' I. ,history and culture and thejMpaCt. of .the Azhari.systems of ,',00cation:on the systems of university education-in the world;,tha'stUdy enumerated the 'causes Or the enactment ,efLaw140,103 0:1961

whereby Al.4zhimand.the bodies affiliatedtheratoKwore,re'organized
--. .

1'heitigy indidated the alms, contemplatidAhrough theintroduction of a'preparatory.year, ,saying that this year'Was.intended'to'Aualify,hOlders of the Genqral Se ndarYcertificate lo join
AlrAzhar.University,Atis for thisthat enrollment

,in.thisA)t.eparatory,wear,is',confin d toGeneral SedondaryCortificats
helders.td(the:excluslon'. oUal1,other-hOldira of

Azhiri-SecondaryCertificites.
According to this study, the 'admission

examination's heldwere 'contrary to the provisions of L No. 103 of 1961. Itshowed how is had its bearing on the existing AzhariinAtitutes and on the creation of an I titute for Preparationand Orientation intendedto qualify stu nts desirous ofjoining Al-Azhar's academic institutes.

The study evaluated this,Institute for the Preparation andOrientation of students, to-what.extent it qualifiesfor pursuing Iilamicrsudies.

The study dealt-, in conclusion-, with the'abo/ftiOn of this Institute, having.beenits tikrgets, saying that'the preparatoryinstead of it as .from theAdademic. yearth4shortcomings of the trePara:tory yearo tconiing them.

causes for the t

a failure-in attaining
year, was introduced
1947/68.' It showed
and`the methods of,

ti

° A

a

64
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,..ARABIC LANGUAGE'4
i

2,". !Abdul Latif, Mohamed Fahmi,-"Ma'saat Ak-Lughah Al-
"Arabiyyah", Oragedy of the- Arabic Language), Wchbar

..._
Al-Ye dewspaPer,-2Sth year, Iseue.Nol:.077°,..(May 4e 1977).

--...1.

.

.

.r/

\

Cgmmenting en'the Department of Arabic
.

Language in the Faculty
bf-Arts, the'luite"r Wid'that.no interest is shown on _.the
.'part ofstUplents to foin:this_Department at a time. when

.

,the,fpriAgfi langteage departments are-compinihing from the
.44aVy de9and thereope\ ..:'

,
- , , - ',--- 0

P.*:The'iiriter then. enumerated the reasons whi drive students
0-.'away from.the Arpbic Languagei Departmcnti ntioning in
,particular the. Abdest social Otitis:in dt Arabic language

)
teaches.:

%
, , e-

, 't
. -4,.. ivr e

He went..on tg-lndicate the duty of the
.

$tate in studying this
problem ffom all aApettsT,x.ith a view to ending this tragedy
ftom which the Arabic lapeaaasuffers. He then related
the justifications'Ior tfte-re-.establiahment of special insti-
tutes for Arabic lanUlage stddies.

Development of

Education', Scientific Research and
General Education apd Training.
Arabic Lan ua e CoMmittee", Cairo

3. National Council.for
Technology, Committee on
"Report and Pronosils of

tenc pages.

After reviewing aspects of thediscussions which took place
in the Committee's sixteen meetings during the 1976/77
session, the repOrt,revies4ed the recommendations and proposals
which the ComMittee adopted with a view to undermining
Arabic language problems and simplifying Arabic writing and
grammar.

In thisresOect, the'" -report dealt with the general framework
of the language, the ,simplification of writing and dictation
and the Availability ofdictionaries.

Two pendices'are adjoined to the'report, one listing the
name's and

T
functions of the Committee members. and the second

fi



tiating.the,papersystucties and reports submittedA)y the
--membets and Other expert. the-minutevof the Committee's-

sixteen meetings are. also given in the second'appendix.

Teaching:of

4. Youhe's, Filfhi'Ali Ibrahim; "Min Mushkilat Ta'leem
At-Lughah.A1-'Arabiyyah", ( rrobleiWof Arabic Language
'Teaching); "Sahifat Al-Tarbiyah", (Magazine of Education),'
29th year, Issue Roil, /April 1977) , pp. 67-73.

47- .
.

Thelaiter
r

bega isn h article with an ,introduction in which
he.stressed the importance of' Arabic langudge from religions,
cultural and social aspects. He then reviewed the. problems'.
which enCountered'the Arabs 'in their endeavours to invigorate
and-revive-the Arabic language io"as,to enable it to live up,,
to the' requiremerits of our modern=tenaissance.

.

. ,c--

/ , ---,..'
-...

He'went on to doscrbe,the developments whi ch took place
and which had-a far-reaching effect on the whole concept of
Arabic language teaching, explaining the,new philosophy and'
showingto what extent Arabic

.
teaching in Egyptian schools'

."was successful.
-.

. ,
I r

,Here, the writer dwelt'upon the.problems, of language teaching
saying that'the.first problem was that Arabic teaching;
as'a school- built cUrriculum, did not rtly on; any practical .

or experimental pradtice. The second problem is that Arabic
is taught as separate branches, saying that such division.
is wrong and proposing some suggestions aimed at eliminating
any faulty teaching procedures.'

.Younes, F thi, "Min, Mushkilat,Ta'leem Al-Lughah Al-
'Arabiyyah; Al-Ahdaf Al-Ta'leemiyyah Wal-Tajreeb",,(Problems
of Arabic Language Teaching; EduCational Targets, and Experi-
mentation), "Sahifat Al-Tarblyah",(Magazine of Education),
29th year, Issue ?o. 3, (June 1977), . 40-49.-

Following an outline of the impoitanf oints dea t with in
an earlier article by the same writer o problems of Arabic-
language teaching,-he explained the edu ational aims which
direct educational endeavours and ensur that theft. effect.

3



.

COOlnItee_to operateAat the individuals life, he *inter,
:41MphaSited.the Conditions governing the formul tipn of educe-
.tionfil,targets and mentioned the aims c ntempl ted
teaching the various branches of Arabic langua e in the
difierent stagei of education.

. .

Reviewing the"exppriments undertaken in-Egypti n schools
to improve Arabic language teaching, the writ mentioned in
particular the experiMeht carried out in 1929 .y Urman ,

Model School to evaluate Arabic teaching In th:-thrid year
grimaryand4the. experiment.' undertaken by El -No rashi Preparatory
School in the year 1956/S7 to evaluate teachi g:in the first

o

year preparatory.

He delcrped the steps take -t. conduct both xporiMents
and the results obtain0 from each. .'

Writing of

_6. A.R.E., National Council for Education, S ieniific. ,
Research and Technology, Committee 611 General Education and
Training, Committee on Arabic Language and Me hqs 'for
DeVAltping Itt "Ex eriment for Sim lif in Ara bic Writin ",

-,Cairo, 1977, 1 pages p us supp e ents in stem OrM.

.'This :report reviews- and analyses the results f
tests concl ded imApril 1976.

In its firs part, the report indicated the number of
students en olled in the experiMental classes while the second
indicatedfthe number of those who sat for exa ination in
srlen.reading, wrip

information. .

ng, arithmetics, reading aloud, religion
and general cultura

The second part also reviewed,the percentage -if successful
students among the first group who studied in classes following
the system of simplified alphabet, the second 'group followed
studies according tb the simplified' system de ised by the

'Arabic Language Academy 'in Cairo, while the t tr4 group
followed studies taught in the trad'it'ional .'a habet. -

Three'appendices are annexed to the report; ode indicating
the shape taken by the simplified alphabet where Arabic
letters take only one ,form ir writing and in rinting, the.

Na"

4
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second appendix:demonstrates the, alphabet
Alf the Arabic LahguAge AcademY'a COMMittee
Arabic .Writing in"1960 and the third contai
of the traditional lphahet currently in use.

tiers as proposed

s Oeciments

ART EDUCATION

6. Ibrahim, LeilaiHosni,'"Mafhuml-Khibrahf11-Taibiyah.
Al-lanniyyah Wa-Atharuha fil-Numuw Wal7Nafsi
Wal s1 Lil-Muta'allim", (The Concept'of Experiefice: in

duration and its Impact on the Mental', Psychological anti

Sens al, Growth of the Student), "Sahifat Al-Tarbi
(Maga ir&ot Education), 29th year, Issue No. ,' (hike 1977),

69-72.

The writer began her' ,article, by talking on thetsignifie nee
of experience and'its concept as expounded by some phi, phers.,

She then dealt with the concept of art exPeriencet showing.'
the meaning of mental experience in art eductionlandt
describing the facets of mental activityimong students.
She alf6 described how students develop imaginative and
mental abilities and, pointed to the role of art education'
in developing /he student's psychology and demonstrating
their, emotional reaction. *

Concluding her article, the writer talked on the sensual
experience aq4ued bY,rstudents, Whether visual, acoustic
'or through fouek, pointing tO the'manner in which senses
c9tAld"be tiained.and developed so,as to ecome receptive
t6 aesthetic infl

b
uences.

/

"8. A.R.E., Ministry of Education, Cabinet of the Art
Education Advisov, "Al-Jadid,fil-Tarbiyah Al-Panniyyah.
fil-'Aam 1976/77", (What is New in Art Education in
1976//7),,Caire,, 1977, 6 typewritten pages).

RepOit submitted to.. the Educational-Documentation and

Information Agency for compiling the: Annual Report on the
flevelopment of Education dur' g 1976/77.

\_



1h! FeWirt begps lath a wow of the aims of art education,
1410; now they-relate .to thcleneral Lama Otthe State.

It thfn'reviewed -the/curricula in each of the primerY,
,

preparatory and lieCOndilr stages, indicating'the new tUbiects
introduced. therein 191d't 0 aims Contemplated by luch pew
mhjecti.

The repoit further veviewed the'teaching metbOds educatioiii
)elds.and text b of art education, _indicating,

,

well
the rele'of inspec tors and'of guidance ollow-up in
promoting of student art.ac ivities.

;:c7he problemsenc ountered in developin srt education
'are/related in the report together wi h(a-description of

Isteps taken to overcome them.,-

J.

AZHARI INSTITUTES

9. .A1-Azhari, ibrshim, "Al-Azhar Nalh-Daym Arabi",
(A1-4har acid Arilb Subsidies) "Al-Gumhouri ah" newspaper,.
24th year,-/ssue No. 8520, (Apri , p.

At the begifining of his article, the writer expacined.that
the financial subsidy granted to Al- Azhat -h Y some Arab
countries has been instrumental in raising the standard of
Al-Azhar's institutes and faculties and developing their
edu5itional programmes'in such a fashion as to correspond
tofthe requirements of our, modern circumstance*:

He vent on to suggest other fields for spending the
Arab subsidy.

These fields include supplying Al-Athar With the Much
needed equipment, instruments and laboratory facilities
,which requir tweexpenditure of a large outlay of capital
assisting Al_Azhar University in.Assiut to meet its
financial difficulties and providing school Meals in
Ashen institutes to encourage rural, children to join'them.

The writer further showed the need for-utilizing this
subsidy in improving the conditions of the teaching bodies -
end demonstrators in Al-Azhav s institutes and'facaties.



concluding hiS he;said'ihat those entrusted
With the spending o the _subsidy should eXerdse'meticu!.ous
Care ensuring that these fund are properly spent. 411

k,..

( COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS.

' Establishment of

,---

10. A.R.E., J.egislationspi Lavii RegUlationS ... et4:4f
"Ministerial Resolution No.' 1'10 DatedJu e"2 .19.77:

i on et on w e a s mon o ree ommercal
n ar, c oo t so ors n 'ote , a rs . 'ear .

a rop a. net o t e,
ion, 1977, 3 stencil pages.

. ,

This ResolptiOn co'nsisti, of thirteen articles( and an appendix:

The firs't article lists the achooll which, pursuant to
this Resolution, will be transformed into Commercial'
Secondan> Schools specialized in hotel affairs%

Articles 2 slid 3. specify the schools' name, their, duiation
of study and conditions of enrollment.

1

The fourth Article provides for co-education in'these
ichbols.

Article 5 elaborates the system of gtudy, while the_ sixth
article provides for the Application of the programme of
study contained in khe'aitached appendix as" from the school
year 1977/78.

Pursuant td Article 7; a Committee is to be formed under
the chairmanship of the Ministryls Undersecretary for
?ethnical Education and,comptises two other members. The
article also describes the functions of this ,Commitiee.

The eighth article deals with the curricula laid for these
schools; while. Article 9 indicates, the manner in which
.qualiftedpachers are- to be seleCted for taking over
teaching uties in these schools. It also.determines the
remunerations paid to them.'

Article 10 explains the schools' financial procedUres.

ea

-I



According to Article111, similar majoring courpes may be
introduced in the various Governorates by Resolutioeof the-
Ministry's Undersecretary for Techhical Education.,

The twelfth article 'stipulates that students in these
_schools Would be'subject to the same rules and regulations
applicable to their counterparts in Commercial Secondary
Schools.

The thirteenth and last article provides for the publication
of the Resolution in the pffidial Gazette and specifies
'its.effective date.

The tttached appendix contains, the ptogramme of study'
formulated-for these schoolt

Organiiation of

11. -A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulati'ons ... etc.,
"Ministerial Resolution No. 111 of June 27 1977 in Connection

o
, a ro, a net o

n on, 977,.3 stencil pages.

This Resolutiori consists of ten articles and an appendix.

Article 1 names the schools wherein commercial insurance
branches 'are to be established.

The second article specifies the duration of study and the
conditions of enrollment in these branches,

Article 3 deals with the syllabus, while the fourth article
provides for the application of the programme of study
set forth in the attached appendix as frOm the school
year 1977/78.

Article S provides for the constitution of a Committee
and describes the manner in which this Committee is formed
and the powers, entrusted therewith.

According to Article 6, a Resolution by the Minister of
Education would be issued specifying the curricula and
methods of training students.

8

.



Article indicates the manner in which teachers would be
selected to teach majoring Subjects in these branches.

The eighth article authorizes the creation of other branches
in any Governorate according to the community's requirements.

Article 9 indicates the relation between these sCrublilS

and the Law of TeChnical Education No. 75 of 1970 and the
Ministerial itesolutions issued thereunder.

The tenth article is concerned with tie publication and
implementation of the' Resolution.

An appendix elaborating the system of study in these branches
is appended to the Resolution.

./

12. A.RE., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc.,
"Ministerial Resolution No. 112 Dated June 27 1977 in
Connect
ommer.

on
a.

wlt t

nsura
rest ion

ear
0

st
a
em

orin ranc es
ainet of

e ster, 'inistry 9 sucation,
air°,

, 1977,.3 stencil pages.-:\

This'Resolution consists of six articles.

Article 1 authorizes the creation of majoring brioches in
commercial insurance and indicates the aims Contemplated
from heir creation.

The second article provides for the adontinn of'tho syllabus
attached to the Resolution-as from the school-year 1978/79.

Article 3 decrees the constitution of a Committee, explains
the manner in which'it would be formed and defines its
functions.

The fourth article prescribed the manner in which the
curricula is to be worked out and explains the methods
of training and evaluating students enrolled in these
schools. ,

Article S indicates where these schools belong under the
Law of Technical Education No. 75 of 1970and the Ministerial
Resolutions issued theieunder.



The sixth and last article deals with the publication
and implementation of the Resolution..

The syllabus of the newly- created bi'anchesis appended
to,the Resolution.

4

*'
COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOLS IN EGYPT

13. MehrezZeinab, "Muhiwalat Misr Li-Tahciie-ba'd
Lttijahat Al-Ta'leem Al- Shamed ", (Egypt's Endeavours to
Materialize some Trends of Comprehensive Education),.
"AI-The afah Al-'Arabi ah", (Arab-culture), Issue No. S

PP.

CoMmenting on the development of the social and economic
concepts of education in the Twentietfi Century, the writer-
said that this development has resulted in the creation of
new systems of education differing fiom the older systems,

The writer went on to review the outstanding features of
these okder systems shbwing how they are viewed by the
modern educational.concepts in advanced countries and
indicating the systems'adopted to materialize these concepts,
such as tl'e polytechnical system and the system of compre-
heilsive education.

In this connection, the writer reviewed the most recent
trends adopted in Egypt and indicated the steps taken for
their realization, pointing to the Committee jointly
constituted with the UNESCO to review the conditionS of
Egyptian education and endeavour to deeelpp

Here, the writer reviewed the stUdiestertaken by this
Committee w4th the aim of formulating a strategy for -

modernizatfbn and renovation, describing the desirable
deirelopment projects within the fiameworkof these strategies.

A review is also made by the writer of some suggestions
adopted by the foregoing Committee iit order to modernize
and renew the system of secondary education within the
framework of the systems of comprehensive education.

'
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CURRICULA

14.. "Al-Tarkeez 'ale Istikmal Al-Mabani Al-Madrasiyyah;
Rabt Manahij Al-Ta'leem Al-Asasi Bil-Manahip,-(Concentration'
on Completitng School Buildings; Curricula of Basic Education
to be Linkdd to Other Curricula), "Al-Ahram" newspaper,
103rd year, Issue No. 33069, (Jam 2,5t 1977) , p. 6.

The article referred at its outset to the instructions sent
by the Direotor of Education to the various Directors of
Education in the Governorates to.concentrate on completing
tategral units of school buildings, so that they would be
finished during summer months. He also indicated that

more interest should be given to batic education which
comprises the primary and preparatory stages, indicating
how curricula 4re to belormulated and explaining the
programme of study and the school subjects requiring special
care,in both these stages of education.

The aiticle also dealt with the capital outlay required foi
agricultural and_induStrial schools, a ding that schools
should t.e fully prepared to deliver text ooks to pupils'
as soon as the school yeai starts.

''.DISTINGUISHED STUDENTS

1.S. Riad, Wa1di.,4 y-Mutafawwiqun Al-Sighaar; Ba'd 19
Duf'aah Takharrajat min fi

Students; After the,'Ain Shams ", (Distinguished You
Graduation ,of 19 Classes from the City ,of Distinguished
Students in 'Ain Shams), "Al-Tali'ah" magazine, 13th year,
Issue No. 6, (June 1977), pr. 10/-107.

This study is devoted to the distinguished student, his
circumstances, life and the banner in which his distinction
is determined. It also de Is with the difference between
a distinguished student and a talenfecrone and shows how
talented Students are picked up from among distinguished
students and how their progress is followed after their
graduation from the school of distinguished students And
until they join the university and beyond the university.

The study also reviewed the desires expressed by these
distinguished students in enrolling in the various faculties



and mentioned the problem of talted students who get
lost on university campus, showing

en
how this probleil

may be solved.
.

.Ccincluding his, article, the writer advanced hip on
suggestion for providing distinguished stUdents'with
adequate care:

1N'

DR 00 TS INPRIMARY SCHOOLS

16. A1-Semman, A d'Mohamed, "Al-'Awamil Al-MW,athirah
fil-Tasairub fil-M lalah Al-IbIl4afyyati; Dirasah Maidaniyyah,'
fi ba'd Muhafazat Ai' 4jh Al-Qibli", (Factors fnfluencinit
Dro outs in the Prim ,Sta e. 'A Field Stud in-sloMe-

ssiut,' epart ent o duce-

on;`, :r nc p es, acu ty Q Education, Assiut University,
1977, 321 pages + appendices.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of'Educational -

rnorate

Principles, Faculty of Education, Assiut University for
obtaining the degree of M.A. in Education:,

This dissertation consists of a preliminary cHapter followed
by six chapters.

In thepreqiminary chapter, the writer stated ihe problem.
at hand, indicated the significance of studying it and
explained the aims sought from this study. In the same

)chapter, the writer defined the terms used in his study .

and reviewed his assumptions and presuppositions, his
tools, methods and plan.

In the first chanter, the writer reviewed.the earlier
studies dealing with the same subject and explained the
causes of the nhenomenon of dropouts .as well as its
consequences.

Chapter 2 is_concerned with some problems of primary education,
with special emphasis on the problems connected with teachers,
possibilities of schools, density of classroorgs, semesters,.
automatic promotion of-pupils from 014 form t another:
and text books. 'I

12'
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The third chapter Andica4ed the size of'the problem of
dropouts in primary international,on internationa Arab and
local levels. r

.
,e

, -

Chapter 4 discussed the proportions of the problem of drop
Amts. on a local level in the Governorates of. Assiitt and ..

'Qom', drawing a compaiison between the magnitude'oUtW.
problewin'both*Governorates. . c-

the
'1' "

In Chapter S:, h'wtiter deSciihed the steps taken to. carry..

out the-questionnaire an .analysed the'reSults obtained.
frow-it regarding the causes of, the-prebleM of dropoUts
in both GovernoratesoflAssiui and.Qena.

. .

.

,

.

. .
. .

6

The sixth and last chapter contains the aiithoes findingi
and repoillmendhtionsThese_recommendatiOns dplal.withtteachers,
curricula, teaching methods, educatonal'aids, text books., -'-

examinations, methods of evaluation, schobi systems and
_ e

services. ,

,

The dissertation ended with a 'li t of references consulted
by the author and a set of appen ices 'reviewing-the
opinion of penior educational 'of icers in Directbrates of

cation, Directors of Prim ry Education and Men and

otr

'amen 'Teacher Training Collles, inspectot, teadmaiters -.
and primary education teac rs on the cau s within the
&school which encourage pupils to dropout'in the primai'y
/stage.

. ,

' 4,
, (

e

bwie0)4

EDUCATION,

=17. A.R.E.,,National Council for Educational,Research,
Agency for EdlicationM. DocumentatiOn and Information,
"Report on the Development of Education inhe Arab Republic
r Eof f=om,r57*775 to 1975/76", Cafio, r977; 37 pages.

This report is divided into two Farts.

The first part deals with the prersentibystem of education
in Egypt as to the fundamental legislatians regulating (it,
its administrative set-4, the,system 'of financitig and the
educational structure with its various stages and, types,
including religiousjind higher eduCation.

JS
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This part deals'as well with the systems-of evalua n,

. N1

examinations, curricula, -educational programmes, teacher
training policies And the new plans for educationaldevelop,-
sent. , ', -

The second part ofPthe,reporf reviews the- new accomplish-
ments, made in:the fields of education during the period in.
question; -As Xo,educational'aimssystets, plans'c curricula.,
ttext books, facilities' and aid $, teaching methods financing,.
adminittration,s,Systems''of evaluation and' eieminations,
whether theie relate,tosystematic edUctitign with a
different types and level ors noel- systematic 'educat

tla
.

This part also .reviews' the ceomplishments mode.,.in the field i

of educatiOpal research and documentation and-in the policies
,of'educational-reform and modernization.

,

, . ,.
.m -

Problems encountered in the expansion df the educational
movemept are, iikewtse, revieweditOgether with the solutions

)

/devised therefdr.
)lie. .
I

.--2igrioultura1

18. A.R.E., Ministryof Education, Cabinet of the Advisor
for Agricultural-Education, "Tatawwur Al-Tarbiyah Ar;k. .-
Zira'iyyah fi-Misi 'an Al-'kam Al-Dirasi 1976177" (Develop -
Mont of Agricultural Education iv A.R.E. in the Academic
Year 19Th 77) , Cairo, -11 typewritten pages.

c

-Report submittedto the Agency for. Educational'Documenta--
.tion and Information for. the preparation of the Annual
Report on the DeVelopment of Education in 1976/77. `''" .4

Following an,incroduction on the general aims of°agricuftural '''

stage., the report defined the aims contemn ted by the
education and t.1\e specific aims of each se arate educational '

cUrricula-of practical education in mvglern preparatory
schools- and theaims of agricultural daucation in teacher
training colleges. -

The report then reviewed the major changes and alterations
introduced in curricula in all stages, mentioning the

,,,,

principles observed by, the Deveilopment Committees in,
their work. It also mentioned the requijments for putting j
such curricula into'practice.

14 4.



AS regards,training, the report reviewed'the various'
ievels, spheres''and programmes laid and described the:actiV--
ties of the Commit es.efitruited wi h. the task of preparing
new text books al he lines-of tty new changis. made in
curricula.

,,

Basic

19., Helmi MUstafaRamal, "Fikrat Al- Ta'leem Al-Asa il
-Wa-Ahdafuhu", (The Concept and Aims of Basic EduCation),
"Al-Ra ed"\magazine of/teachers, 2nd year, Issue No. 2. and
3,- une,.September V977), p. 19:

This article it in fact a sp ech delivered,by the Minister
of Education in the inaugur ion of the workshop organized
for studying basfc educatio .

'After defining ba4.7c education, the Minister reviewed what
developing countries tould do with their limited resources
in this field'. .

Pointing to the shortcomings of 'the present system of
education, the Minister said that:the two major evils are
fragmentation of the educational system and its di*ision

The Mlniiter went on to expPkin the. ittl requirements
iii basic ed cation so that it would erform its"role in
building up:good citizens and in linking educationito the

-'human, economic, social and cultural aims of the society.

.Concluding his speech, the Minister showed how basic
education is connected with the Egyptian society, referrifig
to the role of international organizations in backing up
the whole.idea of basic, education.

into social classes.

3 'I

Behavioural

20. 141-Thawdf; Russein RushdT, "Al-Tarbiyah Al..Sulukiyyah
Bi-kull Madrasah", (Behavioural Education in each School),
"Al-Ra'ied" magazine of teachers, 2nd year, Issue No. 2 &
(June-September '1977), pp. -34-35.

0

s
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C' ' '

')I*Vineexplitied,. at the:beginning of his article, the
teacher's,mission mitIli:I' meaning of behavioural education
which should be applied. in schOols as a matter of policy,
the writer emphasized *he.teacher's rIele in elevating
,th4ralready low.siandard of -behayiour among some4Pupils,.
'blether in the clhss or' outside. He also referred to the

it
*sures to :be taken with these pupils, saying that teachers

'

00d, likewise, encourage pupils who behave in a commendable
isOnAtr in some situatiOns.0 . )

. .
1

The writer'then expla ed,the duty of both the teacher in
rf.

i
, t

promoting/the behavP) ral,pa%terns of pupils, saying that
Ttire4tings 'should be held with inspectors and headmasters
o-determine,the aims, trends and:plans to be put into

lkcation.
il

Concluding hii'acticle, the writer defined the role of
.the school in encouraging teachers and social workers to
iiptove the behavioural patVerns of pupils, saying that a '4

special' record for behavioural education should Ne kpt in
each lasff and should, eventually, be made-universal

schOoli. ,

*
,\)

Child

21. Muharramb Nagwan, "Qaryah Lil-Atfal; Al-Qulub Al-
Kabirah Sana'rat Al-Mu'jizah", (Children's Village; Big

Hearts Have Made the Miracle), "Al-Gumhouriyah" newspaper,
24th year, Issue No. B530, (May i, M775, p. B.

This article deals,with the children's village which was
established in Egypt in 1977.

The wiiter explains how the idea began, how word experts
took part in its establishment, its aitts, the n mber of
childten accommodated in the village, the number of families
with which the village started, financing so rtes and the
type of life enjoyed by the children demonstrated through

cription of the villages daily programme.

Concluding her article, the writer mentioned the conditions
for joining the Children's Village.

4



2Z.. QenaWi, Hoda Mohaied, "Al-MadMoun AL-Ijtimei Wal-
Saykolojy Wal-Tarbawi qnda Al-Atfal", (The -

Social, Psychological and ,Educational Content of Child
Play), "Sahifat Al-Tarbiyah'!, (Magazine 'of Edueat
29th year, Issue Nib. 34 (June a977), pp. 93-100.

The child's characteristics during nursery and th first
years of primary education are the main points de lt with
by the writer as she started her article.

She then turned to the social,content-oi child pl showing
its value to children and indicating the type ofNg s

which are suitable for boys and gii.ls at this ar.
'

,

The writer explained that,follbwing the October war ? the
type of games availed to children inEgyrt was changed
with a view to reflecting the image of the new society.
She rqlated the type of changes-introduced,and mentidned
how children were, receptive to them.

She went on ,to' explain the psychological" content of child
play in the light of the views, held by psjchologists and
discussed the theories of child play whi interpret the
type of games desirable fortach age.

.

.

The writer added ,that play,is a method whereby personality
defects are diagnosed aql,treated.

Dealing with the educa0.pla4:content of child play, the
writer. showed. how. the traiiiir-educator influences the
child's personality throukh play, adding that play is a
means for bodily and aesthetic education.

Concluding her article, the writer classified child play
from an eduCatiOnal aspect, divicLing.Ahem into motor,
cultural and demonstrative play. She gave a' thotough
'expynation of each type.

aiinpulsory

23. Gohar, Salahuddin, "Naarah Mustaqbaliyyah ila Al-
Teleem A17Ibtidaei Wal-Ilzami fi Misr", (Future Outlo4
of,PrAmary and Compulsory Education in Egypt), "Sahifat
Al-Tarbiyah", (Magazine of Education), 29th year7rTiiii
Ro. 2, *(April 1977), pp., 38-43.
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4o116wing an ihtroduction.on the' present c dit on Of
primary education in. Egypt and the extent f it: deteriora=
tion,' the writer reviewegAris suggestion d signed to reduce
the costs. of.compulsory primary education. _

v -

The writer indicated theedifficulties faCe by developing
countries, including Egypt, in giving prio ity to primary
education. He dealt with the problem of d opou s in
primary education, giving his own comment ry 1, thi* respect.

#

AcCording to thewriter, compulso4`educa ion should be
.

_

extended from Six to eight pears. The fac $ a d-considera-
lions of this type of education are indi ated by: the writer,
whoa related his suggestiohs for achievin the desired ..,

aims, with no excessive expenditure on e cat'on.

Winding up his article,,the writer, ment one the measures
which should be taken.to develop secondary ducation as.
to its duration and quality.

,

/

Industrial - Probleis of 4

24. 'Abdul Messih, Kemal 'Aziz, "Dirasa Maidaniyyah Li-
ba'd Mushkilat Al-Madrasah Al-Thanaiyy Al-Sina'iyyah fi,
Jumhuriyyat Misr.A1-'Arabiyyahu, (A Fie d Study of Some
Probiems in the Industrial Secohda Sc ool in'the Arab
epu c o Lypt airo, Iepartment o omparat ve uca-
tion and Educational Administration, Fa ulty of EducatiOn,,
4Airi Shams.University, 1977, 320, pages.

J

- Dissertation suomitted to the Department CoMparative
Education andEducational- dministration o e Paculty of
Education, -Aip ShamiUni rsity for obtaining the degree
of M.A. in Education.

This dissertation consists of five thapters and a set
of appendices.

Chapter l'sets forth the problem under discussion, indicates
its significance, defines the terms used in the thesis,
reviews the earlier studiesconducted on the same subject
and explains the writer's method' of research.,

The second chapter deals' with .the progress of industrial
educ4tion .ii Egypt eversince its Start and until 19$2,.

18



dividing this period into three stages, The first stage
is ftom 1805 to 1882, the second from 1882 to 1923 and
the third from 1923 to 1952...

Chapter -3 deals with the development of industrial education
in.Egypt from 1952 till this day, while the fourth chapter
describes the field study conducted by the author and
reviews and analyses the questionnaires cirdulatod'by

The fifth and last chapter reviews the author's conclusions,
recommendations and suggestions 'which 'deal with the policy
of admiision, the school administration and organization
and'financing.

The dissertation Olds with a.number of appendices in which
the author reproduced the questionnaire forms distrikuted
among students in.the preparatory stage, students in the
industrial secondary stage, factories and teaching and
supervisory bodies of industrial secondaiy schools. .

A bibliographical list of Arabic and foreign reference
books consulted by the author is appended to the disserta,,
tion.

Islamic

2S. El-Qadi, 'Ali, "Minhaj Al-Tarbiyah. fil-Islam",
(The Method of Educotion of Islam), "Sahifat Al-Tarbiyah",
(Magazine of Education), 29th year, rssue No.'3, (June 1977) ,

--pp. 59-63.

The writer began his article with a review of the method
of education advocated by Islam, desdribing the character-
istics of this method and emphasizing physical education,
since man is the most privileged of the creatures of Allah,
and the development of the soul, as Islam has prescribed'
the method- of developing ones'Spirit.

The writer concluded. his article by talking about the
deyel.opment.4)f the intellect pursuant 'to tSlamid p;inciples,
'shOt4ing the Importance of human mind as a source of immense
energy and indicating the position taken by Islay: vis -a- is
scholars and learningt The wriilr quoted the observations

19



made by Islamic thinkers and showed the impact, of such
Observations on the development of' scie tific,knowledge-

Musical

26. A.R.E., MinistrT of Education, "Al-Jadid fi Maddat
Ai-Tarbilah Al-MusiglYYeh til-1Aamm Al-Dirasi 1976/77".
(What is New in. Musical Education in
Ca net o e sor or ca :

the School Year 1976 77),
on, page.

,

- Report sulnsitted to' the Afie;ly. fog' Educational Dacumenta.:
tion and Information for the preparation of the Annual

' Report on the Development of Education in A.R.E. in
1976/77,

After reviewing the changes introduced in the curriCUla
of musical education and indicating the alterations made
in musical text books'us used in all the different stages
of education, the report commented on the bodies charge4
with the technics' orientation of musical education
showing how theY vete cOnsolidated both on central and
local"levels in compliance with the Ministry of Education's
regulations.

In conclu*ion, the report reviewed tho problems encountered
by musical education and by graduates of educational
musical Institutes, describing the measures taken to overcome
them. ', 4

Religious

27.. Al-Azhari, Ibrahim. "Al-Azhar fi Dawlat Al-,Ilm
Wal-Iman",. (Al-Azhar in the State of KnOwledge and Faith),
"Al-Gumhouri ah" newspaper, 24th Ye", Issue No. 8495,
( p. S.

At the beginning, of his article, the writer showed the
importance of 'religion to/life and described,its role in
providing fieeplo with 'prosperity and equality.

The writer went on to describe the role of Al-Atharis
institutes and facultieS Pointing toin this respect,

20



the manner in.which Al-Azhar could realize its
miSsion.

After-emphasiz

f

ng the need for presenting-religious
studies in a f ,shion' compatible to 'life, .thewriter
calledlor the eliminatien of 'any talisman. or obscure
terns Ohicillack any exiitence in. real life, giving
exemplesprisome such obscure.. terms. . \

-0

ConcUiding his article, hi'deieribed the role wlVtch

Men : Of A1-Azhar are expected to play in this respect,
pepitpluzo their role during the days Of the French
OCCMpati.olLIAPd'AMIder the rule of oppression and injustices.

28: Fayed, 'Abdul Latif, 4A1-AzharWal-Nurala!ah Al-
WOuriyYahn, Cl)', (Al-Azhar andthelnevitabA. Revision)

lILA rGumhouri newspap:eri..24tnyear..Isaue.No.
8495., PT ,

pellowikw an' indication of Al-Azhar's vital fold in'snreading,
religious education and Arabic culture in the world and

teatteac1ers of Islam, Arablc4lan.9ruage and (Weenie
doctrines, the ,riter reviewed the highli ts of Law
No. 26 df 1936
No. 103 of 196

hereby Al-Azhar was warrle.aw)rganized:,,

bi virtue' of which Al

The writer went on to expl in how the latter Law was received
by the Azhari.community an theJSlamic World, showing the
deviations encountered in 4he enforcement of the Law and
depicting the causes for such deviation.

p

Concluding his the writer stressed the need for

involving men of:AlAzhar in any attempt to organize or

revive religiousedutattion.
r

payed, Abdul Lntif, "A1-.AZhar'AI,-Oarif Wal-Muraja'ah
Al-DarouriYYahn,r5 (2), (The Honourable, Al-Azhar and the

Inevitable IlevisiOn),1(2), "Al-Gumhourfyah" newspaper,
'24th year, Issue No. 502, '(ATT11-8-, 1977), 9.

This', the sec ond article on Al-Azhar the same writer
who devoted it to a discussion 'of education in. primary,

,

preparatory and secondary institutes of. Al-Azhar.
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-After reviewing the important
article, the writer, described
edUCational system in primary
.prior to the enactment of Law

The writer went on to explain how this Law resulted, in
changing the educational system in Azhari institutesi,
asking its ladder and curricula similar to the ladder and
curricula of general education.

points raised in his first
tkaradvantages of the
and secondary Azhari institutes
No. 103 of 1961.

ft

The writer, further explained how implementatiOn of"the
Law has deviated from its letter and4pirit, showing that
this state of affairs has resulted in a drop in the
standard Of education in Azharfinstitutes.

30. Hussein, Hamdi Ahmed, "Al-Tarbiyah Al-Diniyyah baYna

Al "-Nazartyyah Wal-Tatbeeq" (Religious Education; Theory
vs. Practice), ''Al-Gumhouri yah" newspaper, 24th. year,
Issue NO. 8506, (April 12, A971), p. 5.

After defining faith and relating the causes for the problem
of leisure Urns from which molt , young men,are suffering,
the writer said that the youth lack thoroughness in religious
matters and are occupied with a variety of political
ideologies.

By giving increased ,attention to religious education,
this phenomenon could be done.away with, the writer added.
In this respect, the Ministry of Waqfs (Religious Endowments)
and othet religious organizations have 'a role to play,

he said.

Commenting on the prices of religious books and publications,-
the writer called for-V,reconsiderationof them, saying
that prices have direct bearing on the spread of religious

education among the member's of the ,family and on the
family's performance of its educational role.

Concluding hiS article, the "Alter showed how press
media, political parties, the police and other administra-
tive bodies could be instruMental in promoting religious
education.
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Ji. d, Abdul. Latif, "Als.Azhar Ai 4herif Wal,-Musa ja eh'
id,,.11 tinfoil" , (3) , the Honourable 'Al-Asher and the

re- Revision ),, 3) , "Al-Gum4qtrriAth" newspaper,
Ilt.40Or, Issue No. a 09, (Apiril 15, 1974, p. 9.

This it,the.third.article on Al-Ashar by the same writer.
a mat topic chosen for this third instalment is education
the FacUlties of Al-Azhar University..?

9 .

ter explaining that Law No. 103 of 1961,by which Al-Azhar
as re-organized, has resulted in lowering the standard
of religious and linguistic education in the various
Faculties of Al-Azhar University; the writer mentioned
that artificial eXaminations in)religious and linguistic
"'Objects are organited for holders of the general secondary'
education certificate as a prerequisite for j010118 Al-
Asher Faculties. in this` connection, the writer explained
how the system of Freshman year introduced to overcome the
educational problems of holders of secondary certificates
has been a failure, adding that the general standard of
graduates of ,the Higher Institute for Islamic Studios is
eXtreftely weak, owing ,to the fact that this Institute
edaits holders of general or technical (i.e. agricultural,:
industrial and commercial) secondary certificates.

32. Fayed, Abdul-Latif, "Al-Azhar Al-Sharif Wal- Muraja'ah
A1- Darouriyyah" (4)',`(The Honourable Al-Azhar and the
Indispensible Revision), (4), "Al-Gumhouriyah" newspaper,
24th year, Issue No. 8516, (April 22, 1917), 13. 9.

This article is the fourth in aseries written by the
__author-on-the problems of education in A1- Azhar.

In this fourth insalment, the writer advanced some solutions
for overcoming the problems faced by education in Azhari
institutes. He said that admission into faculties of Al-
Asher University should be restricted to regular students.
Of Azhari institutes of all types. He,advocated permitting
external student,' applying directly from their homes to
=enter' Azhari indlitutes. He also called for the creation
of a Special educational ladder for girls studying in
A1- Azhar.

23
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ConOluding his article; the writer urged participationby
cholaysam4 experts in the developMent off the
System, teaching methods and curricula in Azhari institutes.

'33. Ease*, Medhat,:"Al-Tarbiyah Al-A1

fi,Binaa Al-Misri", Religious Education and its ,

pact- e Building up- of Egyptian Man), 1!Sahifat .

, (Library..Magakine) 9th year,- 2,

pp. 13-20.

'Wthe beginning" of his artiCie, the writer"Oxplained,what,
religious education'mcans to a man frdin the. bodily, Mental,
'Moral and social'aspects. Ho then dealt with the Egyptian
.modern school, showing how it aims at building-ilip sound
character andprototing lofty human principles. In this
connection, he pointed to,the.dutiei of an Egyptian'eduCator..

.

.1he writer went on to explain how individuals are built
from _a religious point of view through religious teaching,
'Quraanic verses and Prophet's sayings41xadition).

.

Coftenting onzeligious'influence both on the,life of an
'individual and the society, the writer indicated
principles and methods whereby'the aims ous teaching
may be attained; saying that men entru ed with religious
teaching should take these methods an principles into
consideration.

He further described the role of t e/teachei and tho
,

. .

information media in making reli ous morals a method of
public behaviour showing how rel gious education is

instrumental in reforming conduct.

Concluding his articler,,the writer reviewed .the recommendations
adopted by the Conference of/Islamic Education pertaining
to the curriculwof Islamic/ Sharl'ah,-(doctrine) and. H
juritptudehce and the metbOds of teaching the Holy Quraan
in the primary stage.. /

These'recommendations,also dealt with the du'tof,informa-
tion medikin Islamic matters, the role of rich Islamic,
countries in backing up'religious.education and the considera-
-tions to be liven,to women's religious education.

r4

"*.

".*
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Miremili, Shams, "Al..Tarbiyah Al-Ruhiyyah baynl'
AlNeSariyyah Wal-Tatbeeq", (Spirit 1Oducation; Theory
llbrikisTraCtice), "AlGumhouri newspaper, 24th year,
Oath', No.' 8530, (May

BeitinningbiA,Alliiie, the writer ex gained how Islam view*
71.10'the sensual and spiritual eects, showing the

tit-a-of:both aspects. He indicated the principal
educational requirements for a' sound spiritual basis for
Man.

As regards the,practital and applied sidet'the writer
Cited IMMO veTaes'froM the Quraan,which serve as a guideline
for drawing up a method for the realization of a.large
number of educational targets.

The writer further tadicate e practical value of
zakah (religious_alms griMage, jihad o y MIT
and fastin their influence on- the' development of

and t e refining of the .soul.

1 hi

3S. Abul Path, Ahmid,_"Al-TarblyahWa-Adaa Al-Wajib",
(Edtitatibliand the Performance of Duty), "Al-Akhbar"
newspaper, 25th year, Issue No. 7766, (mw.17rg77T. P.

After stressing the importance of education at home in
addition to education at school, the writer showed the. role
played by religious education,- saying that homes and.
schools were in the past bent on according such education-.
to children. He, indicated .hdw this education taught the .

young.torespect the old, created. an attachment to-olle'5
'family, developed a feeling of duty towards other people;',
.generated a feeling of respect to teachers, developed
a sense of national feeling and taught the young to
prayers.

The writer then showed the attitude of the pre-May 1971
Rectification Revolution regimes towards religious edddation,
showing its impact on students.

.Commenting On,the Rectification. Revolution of May 1971,
the writer hailed its. accomplishments in ensuring peramal
freedoms and in making law supreme and sovereign.

4
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ng. his lar.ticiee, the writer emphisttedille importance
he need for giving more attentionn0 religious .

0 ca ladcition, showing their vitality in building
P 004 citizens,

36. 'Abdul Baqil Zaidan, "Al-Nazariyyah Al- Islamiyyah
fit Tarbiyah". (The Islamic Theory of Education), "Al-

'Ar bin, CArah-Awskening), 1st year,. Issue Ra. 10,
afro, pp. 30-361

As a!j.ntyrotWeiiii to his article, the writer quoted verse0,
fro the Holy Qutaa0 and sayings by. Islamic spholars
-14,which the parents" role in child upbringing is emphasized
and which spe0 of God's mercy upon children; aWof which
conform to the most modern theories of education.

Thejyriter went on to explein the parents' role in child ,

upbringing, mentioning specifically the role of. the mother,
being the first\teacOer of her child.-

After reviewing the method of Islamic education and
,showing how it compares with modern education staffing
from the nursery and kindergarten and moving to the primary
stage, the writer elaborated on the role of the teac1er ,
4n, providing childrenLwith religious education in these
,two stages!

:Moving to the preparatory stage the writer ix aimed the
methods of educational guidance which need tp e utilized
and which correspond to the pupil's abilities and aptitudes
in this stage of'growth.

Dealing with the secondary stage with its technical and
general branches, the writer indicated the qualitative
content of.the curriculum of.religious education.

He alsO dealt with the method of Islamic education
outside the school, saying that, such education could. be
pursued in the course of socialand health education,
civics and religious education itself.
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Social

51-Ligani rarouk 'Abdul Hamid, "Al-Teleim
10Wkilat'Al-Infijar Al-Sukkani", (Education and the Problem
of Population Explosion), "Sahifat Al4faktabah", (Library
MISSSine) 9th year, Issue ER ,z, (April 19171, PP. 26-3l.

Th4 wrier: began his article with ,a r
-*fp lition explosion companyiMg drop n; the
Stagy every walk of life;. showing hoW'all

s relates to e ucation.

After indicating the importance of hanging.the habits and
beliefs of individuals through ed tiOtal facilities, the
writer dwelt upon education as a ans fof overcomin thisexplosion, Saying that teachers, each in his irespectve
field, should take activepart in this endeavour.
then ekplaified the task of the teachers of.civica, ianguageso
religious education, sciences, art educationY mathematis
in .this respect.

Reviewing various aspects of school activity the
writer showed hoW each school activity exerts a rat
-retching influence on the values and trends of pupils: and
on enlightening them on the importance (birth .control.
In this respect, pointed to the manner in which good use
could be made of posted school Ournals, Ticnics, films,
school theatres, lectures and discussion panels.

. ,

Concluding his article, the writer explai ed the rolp of
parents' councils and teachers in propagat ng birth control,
pointing to the ways and means which would lead to the
attainment of this aim.

Special

38. A.R.E., National Council for Education, S ientific
Research and Technology, General-Education and Training
Committee, "Tagrir Al- Lajnah' Al:Far'iyyah'Li-Ri'ayat
Al-Mawh been Wal-Mu!awwageen", (Resort of the S b-Committee
for th= Care the Gifted and Han

stenci pages

4
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t th6,beginning of the report,- a listfis given of the
$40606,0f the Sub-Committee and of the meetings held
betiMen February 6 and May 16, 1977.

An intro 11005-bn the right of the handicappe4
0 ucation and on the measures taken brthe' Ministry.

of Education to Orovide'special education to this category
of pupils. The introduction further indicates the efforts,
exertedie this, direction by the rehabilitation institUtions
of the nistry of Social Affairs and Al -4zhar Mosque
;and explains the trends of'care for'the-handicapped
Wernationally, in Arab countries and loCally.

The rnortithen discussed the methods for caring for
the gifted, showing how gifted pupils are spotted and
iiidicating their characteristics. It also-reviewed the
efforts made by Bgypt to provide the gifted with the
nvessary care. ,

O

In .a third part of the report, a review is made orthe-
Sub-Committees recommendations on the care for the handicapped
and the gifted. 1114

Three appendices follow: the first contains international
trends and recommendations on care for tho handicapped and
gifted pupils, the second contain Arab trends and recommenda-
tions and, the third reviews thelipcal trends as well as
the laws and esolutions ing or affecting these
two categorief.

Development of

39. .E1-Qousi, 'Abdul 'Az,iz, "Taqrir Mabdaei 'an A'maa3,
Lajnat Tatweer Al-Ta!leep", (Preliminary Report on the
Activities of the Committee on Educational Deielopment),
Committee en neral Education and. Training, National
Council for canon, Scientific Research and Technology,
l917, 24 pagts appendices (in stencil).

Following an introduction in which the writer showed
that educe on,'in its present fords inadequate. to
attain the argots it slould haye achieved, he explained
the.function f and tIW steps taken.bythe Committee
formed,for th purpose of ¢lc loping education. A review
was of the papers su itted by the Committee members.
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then reviewed the subjects discussed by the
COMMittee membltrs,pegareing the primary and pre-priMary.
Stages, mentionin/l4p recommendations adopted for their
dOelopmblit. It also dealt witftflexihility, showing how_
this principle maybe appliedi schools.

Auer dealing with the educating and,edtmated iociety,
tHrreport indicated the reasons for which schools have

`been rendered inadequate to singly assume the task of
change. Here, the repoft mentioned some organizations
which were urged by the Committee td develop their educa-
tional functions. -

The report ends with 'a list of the' papers written by the.
Committee members, mentioning the, names of/every one who
.took part in the Committee activities.

0 ganization of

40. El-Sayed, El-Say "Tanzeem Al-Ta'leem Al-
Wejjani Wa-Laisa Ilghao hu", (Organization. Rather Than
Abolition of.Free Education), "Al-Gumhouriyah" newspaper,
24th year, Issue No. 8502, (April 8;-19771, p. S.

At,the beginning of his articliwcthe writer mentioned the
reasons which prompted him to Iteord an earlier press
interview on some preliminary ideas aimed at presenting
a bill which would organize the present system of free
education in universities.

Explaining the evils of the present system of free education
in the univirsity stage, the writer said that many years
are lost in'the lives of some young men before they become
productive as a result of their repeated failure during this
stage, causing heavy loss of state funds.

He went on to review the other fieltks of practical and
technicalPducation available in Egypt to which failing
university students could turn, showing,the immense difference
in incomes between those earned by craftsmen and theNore
modest earnings of university graduates.

Concluding his article, he explained his proposals for
organizing university education, mentioning in this respect



I
OW. Oximum nuigit of years which a student would be allowed
to spend i univiraity and referring to the.possibility of
troissferrin 8 yptian students studying in Beirut, Khartoum
and 8a, dad he conditions governing such transfer and
deserib policy to be fotlowed with alien students. ,

.Problems of
,

41. Tadius, Hale= Fateed, "Mudarris Yaduqq Nawaqis A1.7
Khatar", (A Teacher,Rings'the Bells of Danger), "Al-
iglehourlyale newspaper, 24th yeat, Issue No. 85247-(April
MD, 19771, p. $.

t

The writer started his article with.a review of some Ofythe
side problems from which education in Egypt suffers and
indicated the efforts exerted by the Ministry of:Education
to eliminate them.

:Then he, moved to an explanation of-the major problems ,

'confronted by Egyptian 'education, underlining the following:
problems: thet.ctOricult are influenced by words more than
by deeds and are far from the pupils'. needs and problems,.-
that plahS of education are. oliderned with the compilation
Yof.inforiationHat the expense of proper education, that
text in their present form, 'Size and subject-matter
ore n to sisten with the needs of the society, that
exemin s are concerned with the measuring of students'
ability to memorize in a mechanical fashion, that the. school
-administration is not concerned with the technical, aspects of
administration which aim at improVing the educational
pregtatme, that General Secondary students concentrate their,
efforts on obtaining the required grades qualifying them- to
enter universities, that girls 'schools lack interest-in
feminine culture and, lastly, that waste in education is
enormous.

Trends of

42. A.R.E., National Centre for Educational Research,
,

Centre of Educational Documentation, "Al-Ittijahat Al-
P.aisiyyah fit-T/0100m fil-Fatrah min 1974/7S ila 1975/76",
(The Principal Trends in Education in the Period 1974/7S
to 1975/76), Cairo, 197T, 1B pages.
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A review IS Made in this document of the new trends in th
educatiOnal policy and the legislations issued to regulat
heM during the period 1974/75 ..1975/76.

The doeUmeit.also indicated the impact of.sUch trends on
`the, lett Bdticational Development P an as t'o. the contemplated
aims and the mannerfin which they Are attained.

It further shows :how. theta trends-had their bearilig.on the
'legislations governing educationWrinatters and issued recently
by.the-Statwand on the steps taken by the. State .to reform. ,

and change aspects of education. Here, a review is- made
of the pr acts introduced for the purpose of reflewing
certain. f cats of education.

ln the-field ,of educational reform and modernization, the
4teument_reviewed,the steps actually taken to reform.
uCation in additiOn.t6(the Studies and research undertaken

-by the National-Centre for Educational Research and the
National Council'for Education'with its various committees:

Lastlytithe document.revieWed sOmemajor problems which,
Stand in,the:Way of tWedudational

'them
proc,essadvancing

some Suggestions for overcoming andmentioning tfte
prospects for the next'two years:. ;

EDUCATION D ECO OMIC,DEVELOPMENT

43:- Ibrah Esmate." 1-Taileem Wal-Intaj Al-
.

Qawmi", (Education and National Production), "Sahifat Al-
Tarbiyah' (Magazin oUEducation), 29th year, Issue'N'o. 2,
(April 1977), pp. 1-66.

Folloning an indication of the essential facts with which
our present age is characterized, the writer concentrated
on three-points.

First of all, the existence of the Third World as an
effective power in international politics and world'production.
In this connection, he dealt with Egypt's progressive.
.revolution-andlits rectification movement.

Technology represents the second essential fact in our
present world.

31,
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The third, point is the changing modes of education in our
present, age. Here, he dealt with the social aspects of
eeonomic planning and the economic Aspects of the social
planning, demonstrating by means of charts, the'State's
Organizational set-up.

-

tOmmenting on the organizational chart of the Arab Republic
of Egypt, the writer pointed to the shortage in skilled
labourers and.their subordinatet and in technicians and
mechahics.

,

He:further demonstrated with the aid,of.a diagram, the
educational ladder in the,Ardb,Republic of Egypt, showing
the *apt which couldbe easily detected inthe: educational
pyramid. Education, he concluded;-should belinked to
production.

EDUCATION- IN EGYPT

44. Husitein, Mansour, "Harakat Al-TaIleem Li Misr",
Oho Movement of Education in Egypt), "Ai-Raised" magazine
of-teachers, 2nd year, Issues Nos. 2, and 3, .(June- September
1977), Imp. 7-11.

writer began his article with a review of
of education in Egypt over'the:last years, laying emphasis
on the right of each citizen to receive free education in
all stages. ..

Then followed a review of the number of students enrolled
in the difgerent stages of education and'the number of univer-
sities and faculties in order to demonstrate the extent of
progress achieved by educatioa in recentlears.

The writer went on to describe'the role of local government
in the,educational process and to indicate the need for a'
comprehensive and integrative relationship between educational
Machinery on the one hand and the organizations of production
and services on the other, stressinp the importance of linking
education to the environment through educational plans and
curricula.

After stressing that edUtation should revolve around a
policy of modernization and renovation, the writer indicated
to Egypt's,cultural mission in Arab countries and in thO.,
African continent.
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EDUCATIONAL4MINISTRATION

MahMoUdo Ahmed Heidi, "Al-Masaq
!!1-

;Mu tames Al~assir Wa-AtiliArUhu 'ala Pa'allyylit;4X-441y0,0,

Al-ideriyy*h", (The Sociil-Pattern of Contemporary

Society and its Hearing on'thejtffectivenesA
of Administrative

Leadership),_"Sahifat
Al-Maktabah", (Library Magasine),

9th-YeAr,qesur115717TATTIT-T07/L

'Paper tead in the Conference of Training, Dev ent and

Selection of Administrative
Leaderships held by Central.

Agency for Organization and'Adlinistration
during the period

January 22-31, 1977.

The writer began his paper with, an indication of the problems

And social ilIAs
which,stand'ip the way of developing the .

Egyptian contemporary'society;
showing how they relate ,

te,the .gap between the Egyptian people's needs and possibili-

ties.

Dealing with demography as the most, serious pr blem which :.

imperils the life of Egyptians, the writer poi ed to the.'

measures which Should be taken by Family nem n Committees

and local gevernmentt.to pldn new self-10ficient Cities

with all inclUsive,projectsAis a solution for this problem.

1

On the, political si e, ,.the writer dealt with the external

and internal'polici s drawn by the State for confronting_

the demographic problems faced by it. He also pointed to

the trends of economy as revealed by Egypt's experience since

the 1961 nationaliiation measures and until this day.

he writer went on to review the developments which took

place in the fields of industry and technology, showing,the

gaps in education and its inadequacy to meet the requiraments

of the present_age and the new social life.

After pointing to the role of a successfUl.administratiVe

leader in realizing an effective coordination between all'

such influences, the writer mentioned the prertkplisites

for the creation of such effective leadership in an Integra-

tive social. fashion.

Lf
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i'q*COOkeih, Nabil Ahmed Amer, "Buhuth Al-Idarah
AhdiatibiG Usifatuha, Nlanahijuha",(Educational AdminietratioTC
hisarch, Aims, Function* aneMethodi), "Sahifat Al-Tarbiyah",
(Magazine of Oducation), 29th year, Issue tro; e(jime 0773 P ,

pt. 20-33. -
4,

Following an introductionA,n,Which,the writer descrlid .the
extent of interest Mon at present by:the varioUe c untries
in scientific research and:4he aims :sought rbis 'studying.
the different mothods,of,tesiirchthe writer'indicated.t)k
-importance of,such.**Search..tO schOols.

Commenting on metho6 of scientific research,. the writer
'outlined the views. of Francis Bacon, Rommel and Judd
in this respect. He also stated, the ideal method of educe-

, tional research, showing the seeps needed for undertaking
such research.

The writer went on to,?:talk on'educationaVediinistration'
research, showing itli-meaningand,indicating the importance 9.
Of experimentation, which charaeterizes methods of research
on educational adMinistration.

'In.this.connection, he reviewed the kinds of educational
extidrimentatcon needed, showing the role 'and function.of
educational research in the field of educational administra-
tion.

0
-

Concluding his'article, the writer reviewed the methods CE' -

research applicable.to any studies on educational administra-
tion.

EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES e

° 47. 'Aref, Mahmoud "Iftitah Al- Mu'tnmar Al
Al-Islami", (Inauguration of the

tiohal Conference on Islamia-Education),""Al
newspaper, 25th year, Issue No. 7736,,(April
p. 6.

'Alami Al-Awwal
First Interne-

-Akhbar".
:3. 1977),

Reporting on the First Conference on Islamic Ei
'organized by the University of King Ab ul 'Atiz

::Arabia, the 'writer enumerated the bod s, mini
'delegations which took part in it an reviewed

..,,!

ation
Saudi

s and
e subjects-



discussed with the *Woof babing,education 'wall branch°
. of kndIledge on an Islamic ideology. .

, TowmTOS,thii end the Conference discussed the various
OUTTIOula, t chingmethods, text books and problems oU
women oducati n, with a special

1;
emphasis on t f.he.type o

educational institutes most suitable-for the Muslim woman.
I , .. j

'The "writer then reVieWed the different 'views expressed in
the discussions of the sub-commdltees emanating from the
CbtiferenCe,, describing the aimin5f each of them, od.showing
the importance of visualizing an%Iilamic ideology of educa-.
tion. He described the role, of.Xilamic educational institu-
tions,in the past, showing how,they could be caLled'upon to
resus%e their functions.

The Conference advocated the carrying
stUdy between;the educational systems
those' applied. Isl'amic countries in
a sound "'educational ,policy.

dut,of a comparative
of the world and
order to formulate

EDUCATIONAL EXPERIMENTATION

48. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc.,
"Ministerial Resolution No. 97 Dated June 5, 1977 in
Cdnnectfon wifh ConsiderinOovelo Imnoage Schools as
Ex.erfmenfil Schools Possessio 7Secia1 Nature ", Cairo,
a ne o o n s er, n tr ,o oca ou 1977,
I stencil page.

This Resolution consists of four articles,

Aiticle 1 prdvides that all, foreign language schools of
whatever.rype and educational stages are to be considered
experimental schools, of a special.nature.

The second article defines the aim of this type of schools
and determines their affiliations.

Article 3 provides for the creation of a specia.1 agency for
thi$ purpose within the Ministry of EducatioeS Directorate-
General for Private Education. The aims Of this Agency are
defined.
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The fourth and last article is concerned with the implementa-
tion of this Resolution and the date on which it comes into

effect.

EDUCAT I (AIAL INFORMATION

49. A.R.E., National Centre for Educational Research,
Agency for Educational Documentation and Information,
"Al-I'lam Al-Tarbawi fi Jumhuriyat Misr Al-'Arabiyah",
(Educational Information in the Arabliepublic of Egypt),

Cairo, 1977, Z pages.

This study falls into four parts.

Part 1 reviews the present conditions of educational
-"` Information in Egypt and lists the principal agencies
concerned with it, whether in a casual manner or by way of

specialization.

Talking on the Centre for Educational Documentation and
Information, the study said it is a major centre for the
compilation,and,,dissimination of educational information.

It related ff% history, aims and endeavours exerted for the

attainment of its aims. .

The study. further mentioned the beneficiaries of educational
information, their needs and the manner in which documents
A education are made available to them. It explained
how informative illustrations are availed to them through
the various media of educational information and data.

The first part of the study also reviewed the modern techno-

logical devices utilized by information media in carrying

out their activities.

ryts second part, the study reviewed some problems and

di ficulties encountered in the prccess of dissiminating
educational ,information, whether on a national level or

on an international and regional level.

The third part deals with the measures taken to overcome
these difficulties.
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In the fourth and last part, a review is made of some
stccessful experiments in which the Centre for Educational
Documentation and Information in Egypt took part with a
,view to developing the activities connected with educational
information.

The study ends with a list indicating, the major spheres
l(P.of educational inform tion.

EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND BODIES

50. Ahmed, Mohamed AbWEla, "Al-Tarbiyah Al-Sulukiyyah
Wa-Dawr Al-Mu'assassat Al-Ta'limiyyah", (Behivioural
Education and the Role of Educational Institutions), "Sahifat
Al-Maktabah", (Library Magazine), 9th year, Issue No.
(Apra-1977), pp. 21-25.

The writer started his article with a rev:iW of some of the
nassive factors to which some segment of the EOptian
youth was exposed in recent times, explaining their causes
and pointing to the duties of the different machineries
responsible for youth and the educational organizations of
all levels entrusted with youth problems.

After explaining the role of these educational instit ns
in formulating the people's behaviour through-the

uti
ge,

experience, values and rules of conduct thoy,offer t
youth during their various stages of growth, the writer
stressed the importance of the spiritual, religious and
social values as a basis for building up youth. He, further,
showed the need for reconsidering school curricula, teacher
training methods, evaluation measures and teaching methods
and for switching from a quantitative policy to a qualitative
strategy, saying that student behaviour should be refined
and mora4 should be inculcated in youth,

Discussing' freedom and dem6cracy, the writer indicated
their role in the face of youth problems.

Ho also discussed the teacher's duty in promoting sound
national and moral behaviour among his students.

1

Concluding his article, the writer pointed to the efforts
which educational machineries should exert through the
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educational procadure to fUndamentalite ii6 deepen the
spiritual and behavioural values.

A.R.E., National Centre or Educational Research,

"Pro ects and Accom lishments o t e National Centre for

E uca ona esearc Ur
pages.

airo,

jollOwinuan introduction byithe' Min ter of Education on

the aimsliOught from the establishien of this Centre and

the stethals it ut4lized for the attai ent of these aims,

the report reviewed nine majorlachiev ments made by the

Centre during the years under discussi n.

The first achievement is the project devised for developing
school curricula in the various stages of general education.

A general description of the project's framework and of the

characteristic features of the developed curricula is given.

The 'report further mLentioned the project prepared for 1)
developing secondary education (i.e. comprehensive sch ols),

giving. the justifications for contemplating such a develop-

ment and describing,the general blueprints for the proposed

development and the recommendations adopted in this connection.

The third.project undertaken by the Centre is the unified
experimental school started in Nasr City. The report described

the School system, the preparations for finar,examinationS

and the programme for training the schoo s teachers and

administrative personnel. .

Reviewing the fourth project carried out by the Centre

".the report outlined the preliminary study made for drawing

up a national educational strategy.

The fifth project covered by, the report is concerned

with the development of the system of examinations in Egypt.

An indication of the evaluation tests designed for first

'year secondary is also given.

The sixth nroject is an evaluation of the relation between

school meals in rural primary schools and student accomplish-

ment. In this connection, the report described the general

framework of the project and the practical stepsatakento
put it into effect.

1/4
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Other activities covered ]))kthe report include -visits
byXoreign delegations to the Centre and visits by members
of the Centre to, foreign countries.

The report also reviewed the cotributions made by the
Educational Documentation and Information Agency in 1975
and 1976 and by the Centre in a variety of other educational
fields oi activity.

EDUCATIONAL PLANNING
It\

52. Qoth, Youssef Salahuddin, "Al-Ta'leem fil-Khuttah
Al-Khamsiyyah,A1-Qadimah; Kalimat Al-Muharrir", (Education
in the' Forthcoming 5-Year Plan; Editorial), "Sdhifat Al-
Tarbi ah", (Magazine of Education), 29th year, Issue No. 3,,

77) pp. 3-5.

After indicating thelAmportance of- education as a means
, for developing the basic human wealth, the writer explained
the fundamental princiOles which should be embodied irT
the forthcoming 5-year plan (i.e. 1978-1982) to ensure
its comnrehensiveness and integration.

une

Reviewing the principles of educations; t planning, 'the
writer mentioned the role of the Ministry of, Education's
agencies folveducational planning and research and of the
.National Council for Education, Scientific Research and
Technology in preparing the educational plan necessary for
developing education from now until the year 2000.

The writer went on to review examples of the accomplish-
ments in the field of educational planning made by the
National Council for Education, Scientific Research and
Technology.

Concluding his article, the writer indicated the significance
of the reports prepared by educational bodies, and organiza-
tions for those entrusted with the formulhtion of the
5-year educational plan.
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.EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS

"53. Miniatry'of Education, Directorate General of
Statistics and Computers, "Position of Admission in'the
arious Sia es of Educationin the
ro, # s one pages.

The statistical tables contained in this docudentshow the
ratio of student absorption rand trends of admission in the
various stages of education and the demand on each type of
education. They show the ratio of absorption in the primary
stage to the total number of children under compulsory
age and the percentage of enrollment in the preparatory
stage, from among pupils succeeding in the Primary Certificate
examinations.

They further indicate the p rcentage of admission in general
and technical secondary edu ation and teacher training
colleges from among holder of the reparatory Certificate,
with an indication of the umber of boys and girls given ,/
separately and the number of'those admitted in governmental,
subsidized and private raid schools, also given separately.

The document ended with some remarks on the progress of
absorption in the various stages of education based on the
statistical tables.

Azhari Preparatory Stage

54. A.R.E., Al-Azhar, Directorate of Statistics, "Bulletin
on Azhari Pre arator Educational StationaryatisTYE--

the Sch661Ta76-17
a ro, stencz paces.

This Bulletin-contains statistical data on the number of
classes ar4Lpdpils in Azhari preparatory institutes divided
by Gqvernorates as at November 15, 1976.

The Bulletin 11co gives the total figures of classes, pupils
in each class and their gro'ss number. It shows the progress
achieved in women education and indicates the proportion
of girl students to their respective communities.
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The statistidal tables also indicate the distribution of
Azhari prepafatory institutes as per the various religious
denominatAs and as per the foreign languages studied.

,Detailed tables show the number of pupils in each separate
preparatory class and, in each Governorate, also separately.

,;

Azhaii Primary Stage

SS. AA.E., Al-Azhar, Directorate of Statisticsi "BUlletin
on Azhari Primer Educat onal Stationer Statistics as at
'cam e a ro, s enc pages.

The statistical tables contained in this Bulletin show
the progress of Azhari primary education between the school
Year 1965/66 and the school year. 1976/77, giving the
number of schools, classes, pupils in each class-and the.
gross total of these pupils.

They also show the.number, of boys and ,girls and their
respective ratio to the total number of students, the
density in classes and the number of teachers-and pupils in
each school and in each Governorate, given separately.'

Remarks are made on each of the tables contained in the
'Bulletin.

Azhari Secondary Stage
- 0

56. A.R.E, A1- Azhar, Directorate of Statistics, "Bulletin
on Azhari Seconder Educational:Stationer Statistics as
a OV or t e c op ear afro,
'1777, 7Z stencil pages.

A review is made in this. Bulletin of the number of Azhari
secondary institutes, their progress and the percentage
of progress made as compared to the figures of 1966/67.

The Bulletin also contained tables indicating thelnuniber
of classes and newly-admitted pupils, the quality of pupils
and the total number of boys. and girls registered, their
percentages and the density of each - 'class in pzhari secondary,
institutes. .
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Furthermore, the Bulletin contained tables showingthe
distribution of Athari secondary institutes in the various
Governorates, each separately: It also showed the distribution
of pupils over Azhari secondary institutesof teacher training
and Institutes of Quraanic'Recitale, given according to the
various religious denominations.

e.

ERADICATION OF ILLITERACY;

57 Mahmoud, Hafez "Al-Mashrou.' :Al Muhammadi Li-Mahwu
Al yyah", (The Rohammadan Scheme for the Eradication of

iter cy), "Al-Gumhouriyah" newsphper, 24th year, ssue rl

No. 8512, (April 18, 1977), p. 5. 4

stating at the beginning of his.article that the
e us schemes devised for fighting illiteracy have

p oved futile, the writer drew a contrast between those
ho rektheldthe highest level of education and those who
are illiterate in one and the same society, saying that
the system of one class school is effective in educating
new generations.

The writer went on to review a scheme whereby young generations
may be eduCated, terming it as '"the tax of education scheme".
According to the writer who gave enthusiastic,support.to
this ,scheme,'the first proponent of this scheme is Prophet.
Mohammad. Each educated individual should feel a responsibility
in educating a number, of illiterates.

Concluding his article, the writer explained the manner
in which this scheme could be put into- practice'in our days,
emphasizing th the Law of-Public Service applying to young
graduates shoul be pu in the service 'of literacy campaigns.
Compulsory milita ning should also partly allow for
fighting illiteracy.

The writer added that students should be given some incentive,
to encourage them tn,take part in,this scheme. Public corpora -
tions and schools should seggiegate a room for this purpose.

See also:, 90
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EXAMATIO4E

58. Dunia, Hamid, "Ayyam Al-Imtiatat", (Examinations
DayS), "October" magazine( 1st year, Issue No. 26, (April
1977) p.

After giving the examination schedules for public certificates
in, general education, universities and higher institutes,
the writer described the'anxiety suffered by students at-,
home, in school or, in the university.

Th. writer then pointed to sone mistakes which students
1Rake in the pre-examination period, giving his Suggestions
for their avoidance.

He listed some useful advices in connection with the
memorization of lessions before eximinatipns, urging
studentsto look after their.biadily and mental health in
order to guarantee success

Concluding his article, the writer reviewed the efforts
exerted by the State for the benefit of secondary and
university students during the period of examinations.

A

59. El- 'Eryan, Pifi, "Al- imtihanat Sharrun La,Budda Minhu;
Kull Khubaraa Al-Tarbiyah Uhajimoun Nizam Al-Imtihanat",
(ExmAnations Are an Inevitable Evil; All Experts of
Education Attack the System of Examinations), "Al-Gumhouriyah"
newspaper, 24th year, Issue No., 8534, (May 10, 1977), p. §.

After describing the state of tension and anxiety which
reigns over students, teachers, parents and, all those involved
tn'the General Secondary Certificate examinations, the writer
reported the views held by educational experts on the
present system df examinations, its shortcomings and
deffCiencies, drawing, a comparison between the yardstick of
the present system of examinations and that of the proper
method of student evaluation which should be adopted.

The, writer then revieWed a historical study,,entitled
"The System oE Examinations in the Stage Of General Education
in Egypt; How It Started and How It Progresses?" prepared
by the Examination Administvation of.the Ministry of
'Education. ,-
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'Commenting on the system of second session examinations, -

the: writer showed' how it owed its existence topolitics,
specifically to the 1919 Revolution.

The writer further reviewed a comparative study prepared by
the Educational Archives Centre on ,the systema of examine-
2tions in different countries, followlng which she reviewed
the opinion of the Teachers' Association do the so-called
"terrible race" and its relation to the present system of
Mallinations and private tutoring.

She lastly, reviewed the recommendations adopted by the
National Council of Education whtch called for a reconsidera-
tion of the present system of examinations, including the
distribution of grades,Ahe preparation of examination
questions where certain requirements should be fulfilled
and the abilities whosistandards are to be measured through
examinations.

The writer added that the National Council of Education
insisted on organizing training programmes to enlighten
teachers, headmasters,and inspectors on the fundamentals
of the, concept of examination and the basis on which examina-
tions'are founded.

60.' Ezzelne oussef, "La Ta'qeed Wale Alghaz fi Imtihanat
Al-Thanawi ah Al-'Ammah", '(No Complications and no Puzzles
in the General Secondary Certificate Examinations), "Al-
GUmhoutiyah" newspaper, 24th year, Issue No. 8555, (May 31,
1077), pp. 6&9.

In in interview with the Minister of Education on the
General Secondary Certificate examinations, he expounded
on the arrangements made for dealing with them, th,' matters
taken into consideration in the preparation of ex urination
questions and th' aims contemplated from these* steps.

The Minister also explipined the new sy'tem, the rules
to be observed'in'correcting examination papers and the fashion,
in which grades would be assessed..

In the course of his interview, the Minister also explained'
the resolutions issued by him whereby certain measuresof
control were imposed tb ensure the proper conduct of.
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examinations. These measures include the assignment,oe
larger number of supervisors, controllers and teachers
Correcting examination napers ant the adjustment of -the
remunerations paipr to them to cdkrespond to the measure of
responsibility assumed by each.

61. Dunia, Nevoid,
the Nightmare of. Ex
year, Issue No. 34,

Aft r.: .describing thi
parents find themselves during times of examinations, whether
in universities or in the General-Secondary stage, the "writer
gave the reasons for such a'state.

Regarding universities, the writer Showed how the present
system .of examinations has become incompatible with the
large numbers of students enrolled in universities. It is,
therefore, important to change this 'system which was in
practice twenty years agoo.ttle writer added. He suggested
some solutions regarding theldates fixed for examinations
and the partitiOn of the subjects in which students are
examined. He called upon the competent educational authprities
to devise solutions for this problem.

Yasqut Kabus Al-Imtihanat", (Down with
minatiOns), "October" magazine, 1st
June 1977), 9577m13.

tate of tension in whichittudents and

.

A's regards General Secondary examinations, the writer related
the efforts made by the Ministry of Education to ensure the
proper, conduct of examinations. Here again, the writer
advanced some suggestions as a contribution towards:the
solution of this problem,

Effects of

62. Fahmi, Hussein, "Hawla Al-Khawf Wal-Imtihanat",
(bout Fear and Examinations), "Al-Akhbar" newspaner,
25th year, Issue No. 7785, (May, 20, 1971), p. 12..

After reviewing the readers' wide reaction to an earlier
article written by him on the problems of examinations,
the writer explained the meaning Of Tear and the extent to
which fear is linked in the minds of students with examina-
tions,



The writer went oh to talk on examinations saying that man's
entire life is a continuous series of examinations represented r
in the endless challenges which man faces and'which force
him to take positions. He explained the effect of fear on
Man's power to face these challenges.

,

At the end of hiS article, the writer reviewed the opinion
,of lomi psychologists in order to prove that fear is synony-
mois to failure, examinations or in the'
'situations which man faces in life.

Faculties and ihiversities

63. El-Sebaei, Labib, "Nasayih Himmah qabl Al-Imtihan",,
J/mportant Advices beforli the Ekamination), "Al-Ahram
'Al-Iqtisadi" magazine, Issue No. S21, (May 1, r977), p. 27.

The writer quoted the Vice-President Nof Cairo University
as giving sew vital advices and making some remarks
which, if neglected, would have direct bearing on students'
grades in examinations.

'According to,the Vice-President, students should thoroughly
assimilate the entire curriculum. If the examination
sheet-contains optional questiOns, the student should
carefully make up his mind about which questions to choose.
-Fdr eachquestion, the student should make an estimate
of the time required for answering it. Points contained'in
the examination shee should be re-stated illkJthe answer

1
sheet and each point should then be carefully answered.
The ,stVdent's answer to the examination questions should
be coherento'interative and systematic. Answers should
follow the same order of questions. Lastly, students should
write their answers in a clear and legible hand writing.

/

Secondary Schools..
I

64. Abul Hassan, Mohamed, "Hafawat Al-'Ulamaa fi Asilat
Al-Thahawiyyah Al-'Ammah", (Slips of Scholars. in General
Secondary Certificate Examinations)",' "Al- Cumhouriyah"
newspaper, 24th year, Issue No. 8570, (June 1-5-, 197i),

p. 5.
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After explaining the features of examination questions in
the .G neral Secondary Certificate Examinations for that year
and h w they conform to the level of students' 'abilities,
the iter discussed the slips which occurred in ihe
ex Lion questions, citing examples Of the :slips encountered
in examination' questions of Arabic grammar andorecitations.

65. Tedros, Halim arid, "Al-Wasaya Al 'Ashy ", (The. Ten
Clighandmentis), "Al-Ahram" newspaper, 103rd year, Issue No.
sawn; (uno 27, 1.977);. P. 9.

After explaining that the proper assessment of grtdes while
correcting the examination papers of the general secondary
examination is important to pupils and parents, the writer
mentioned ten points which should be taken into consideration
by Maeda of Assessment Committees at the time of assessing
grades.

In the resnect he dealt with,the following points: the dangers
inherent in the casual and hasty glance at the examination
paper, the psychological state of nervous tension under
which pupils Are examined, the importance of assessing
grades which correspond to the correct answers, the need for
objectivity, the importance of eliminating any guess or mis-
interpretation in assessing grades,the need for emancipation
from the words and letters of the text book, the importance
of exercising care in the distribution of grades on the
minutest details of each question, the avoidance of any
carelessness in the assessment procedure and the need for
attentive concentration at the time of assessing grades.

Students .

46. A.R.E.,. Legislations, taws, Regulations ... etc.,
"Ministerial Resolution No. 85 Dated Ma 12 1977 Determin
t e nstances n w is -xaminatlon may e ance e or
Denied", Cairo, CabiAet of the Minister, Ministry of
Ennifion, 1977, 3 stencil pages.

This Resolution consists of eight articles.

Article 1 enumerates the instances ,in which pupils become
subject to the rules and regulations contained in the
Resolution.
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Me second article deals with instances in which the end-of-
remr pr 'general examination of a student may be nullified.

krticle-S.explains the manner in which the General Secondary
:ertificate examination or the diptomaoxamination of
teacher; training and technical schooli 'mat be cancelled.

?rocedures to befoll6Wed'in the event al/violation is detected
it the tine of correcting examination papers are described
La the fourth 'article, while Article S determines the attitude
to be.taken by the Ministry's Undersecretary for.Publit
hcaMinations when a *violation is attributed, to a pupil.

The sixth article defines the position of the Minister Of
BdUcation Vidrating examination fules if
public interest warrants his dischargb'

Article 7 repeals Law No 74 of 197S, while the eighth
and last article provides for the publication of the Resolution
in the Official Gazette and determines its effective Late., -

Students - Secondary Schools

67.. A.R:E., Legislation, Laws and Refllations, "Ministerial
Resolution No., 77 hated' May 1,1977 Allowing Egyptian goys
and Girls Enrolled Third Year Secondar to Arab Countries
to or le eve xam nations n t e enera econ ary,*
Certificate naminations", Cairo, Cabinet of the M4ister,
MinIstry oftducation, 1977, 2 stencil' pages.

This Resolution consists of four articles.

Article 1 deals with Egyptian students enrolled in the
third year (scientific branch) of the renoral secondary
schools of Arab countries and their status regarding
entering the high level examinations held for students
examined in one language in-the General Secondary Certifi-
cate examinations.

The second article` desciqbes the manner in which Egyptian
students enrolled in the literary branch may sit for
examination in one or two 'subjects. An indication is' made
of the selective subjects and the conditions governing
selection.

48
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Art1c10.3 ilidicates the manner in whi h these examinations
Ore held and sets forth the conditions overning high level
examinations. 7

. .

The fourth. and last article de ls wi
1\and enforcement Of the Resolut on'

the'impiementation

Technical Schools

68. .Beshai, *tiller Farago "Laf-Markaziyyat Al-Tashih",
(Decenttalization of. Examination Correction), "Al:-Ahram"
newspaper, 103rd year, fssue No. 33007, (April 22, 1077),

At the of his, article, the writer related the
annual experience in correcting'the examination papffirs
of-students in technical education (agricultural, commercial
and industrial diplomas), saying that'cOrrection takes'
Olace in Cairo for all schools spread out in.thenountry,

This condition, he said, faces teachers with annual difficul
ties resulting from the concentration of correction of all
diploma examinations in Cairo. Among these diffitultie'4 'aro:
transportation problems resulting from the' 'abolition of free
travel tickets, 'thOrtage in hotel accommodations, high cost
pf lodging in Cairo and inadequacy of the Ministry of
EducatiOn s rest houses.

Accordingito the writer, correction centres should be
established outside Cairo,to Correct all diploma examinations
similar to the General Secondary Certificate examinations.
He reviewed the cities and Governorates Which provide suitable
centres for correction.

FACULTIES AND UNIVERSITIES

69. "Dalil Al-Jami'aat.Wal-Mu'assassat Al- Ta'limiyyah
Al-'111-ia", (Directory of Universities and Nigher Educational
Foundations; Alexandria University) "Maiallat Al-'Ulum
Al-Ijtima'iyyah", (Magazine,of Social sciences),Sth year,
Issure No. 1, (April 19,7), pp. 170-181.
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Directory begins wit) a review of the hifstory and
d elopment of Alexandria University, followed by a list
of all faculties, institutes and scientific research centres
Constituting part of the University.

5A,reView is also made of the functions of the University,
Faculty and Department Councils and of the manner in which
facwities, institutes and departments organize scientific
or academic. congresses. An indication is given of, the
functions of such congresses.

The Directory further reviews the various departments of
the Faculties of Art, Law, Commerce,. Sciepcos, Medicine, -

Dentistry and Agriculture and indicates the various academic.,
degrees gtanted by each.

It_sets forth the conditions of admission in the Universi y
and the rules governing transfer from any other.Egyptian
Arab and foreign universities to, the University of ttexan

The University's syllabus and examination system are
also covered by this Directory.

70. .Dunia, Hamid, "'Ataa Al-Jami'aat ba'd 5 Unio", (University's
Yield.'after June 5), "October" magazine, 1st year, Issue
No. 32, (June 1977), pT137-7

biter describing the condition of universities prior to the
"'Rectification Revolution of May 15 and indicating the heavy
responsibilities imposed by.the October War on univerdties,
the writer said that universities are expected to contribute
a positive yield in the light of the State's appreciation
of their task and mission.

He then described the methods and types of contributions
expected from universities, showing to what extent they
can solve the national problems faced by the society.

The writer emphasized the role of universities in arranging
conferences and panels designed to consolidate their
contributions in_ the-service of the society, saying that a
panel shouIdbe organized to discuss the philosophy of socialism
as well'as that of democracy. ,/os
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f$Vds administrative problems, the writer urged
titles to contribute towards the realization of the

l *Waited administrative revolution and to take part in
`solving t1e questions of the day and in building up the new
20141a0

71. Duals, Hasid, "Tibb Al-Mansurah Raidah fi.Zira'at
l-Xula", (Mansurah Faculty of Medicine is a Pioneer in.
Xidney Transplant), "October" magazine, 1st year, Issue
No. 23, (April 3, 197777137 23-25.

eginning his article, the writer reviewed the efforts
deployed by, the authorities responsible for the University
__of Mansurah and the students of its Faculty of Medicine
in order to promote. their country's welfare.

In this connection, he mioned that the firet operation
for kidney transplant was successfully perform d by one of

41:
the faculties of medicine in Egypt. He explai d the
sigaTcance of such operation in terms of s entific"
prop'.

The lai further described the outpatient clinical services
rendered the Faculty of Medicine, mentioning the number
of citizen who received medical treatment.

Describing the other faculties of Mansurah University, the
writer gave the number of students in each, the date of
inauguration of the different faculties, the number of
professori and teaching staff in each, the university
dormitories and girls hostels. He also described the services('
which hostel students receive.

The writer further described the lecturing halls, the
scientific equipment in each faculty and the material and
moral burdens assumed by the university in order to procure
such equipment.

Concluding his article, the writer mentioned the budgetary
figures of each faculty and described its accomplishments.

1
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Autil of

SOliOaA, 'Abdul Ariz, "Lil-Mujtame Ra'y fi Muhimmat.
inVaatinej (Society'llab a Say in the Function of Our
iverSities) , "Al-GumboutiYah" newspaper, 24th year, Issue
AlS23, (April 20, 077f, p. S.

TWOriter began his article with an explanation of the
aiming of the slogan "university for the society's sake",
giirimg the comparative views of popular organizations and
University people on this slogan.

He then reviewed the duties which university people feel
their universities shoUld perform, explaining the attitude
of the,soCiety 'in. this respect.

The writer went, on, to enumerate the university's..shortcomings.
as viewed by 1110 society, mentioning in this connection the
wasteln the. educational process, the failure to qualify the
teaching bodies reqUired to teach some major subjects, the
scarcity of griduates in some fields of specialization,
the university's failure to adequately' interfere in solving
the society's problems and the hitt that universittes do not
Venture to prospect for-and develop the country's natural
resources.

ir
In conclusion, the writer insisted that certain aims should
be.fixed for universities to attain. These aims should be
worked out between the universities themselves and the
different bodies and agencies which represent the society.

Alien Students - Admission

73. Bl- Sebaei, Labib, "Al-Ta'ieem Al-Misri ... Hall
Yandimahnl'Al-Wafidoun? Qadiyyah Jami'iWah", (Egyptian
Bducation; Wi11 it be Ruined by Alien Students? A University
tssue), "Al-Ahram magszine, Issue Nat.) 523;
(June 1, 1977j, pp. 46-47.

Following a,review of the report which the President of the
Medical Association submitted to the Supreme Council of
Universities, the Minister of Education and the Presidents
and Vice-Presidents of Universities on the present policy of
admitting alien students ih Egyptian universities and how,
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t' tesults. in lilitingthenumber'Of Egyptian students
(Witted in universities'and in the widespread practiee of
Tivate tutoring, 'Alm writer sought the opinion of the
ice-President and the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine of
Celt° University on this problem.

The writer went on to propose the enfotcement'of 'control
Measures in admitting alien students and called for reforming
the present educational situation in order to put an end to
thetproblem of private tutoring.. He further emphasized that
alien students should possess the same grades posseised by
their Egyptian colleagues in order'to qualify for admission
in the same faculty.A certain percentage should be allowed
in each faculty for alien students, he.added.

L

See: 1

See: 63

Al-Azhar University

Examinations'

'Trench Language - Teaching,

74. Basuini, 'Aisha, "Talleem Al-Lughah -Firinsiyyah fil-
Jami'aat; Al-Usus Al-Nazariyyah Wal-Tajri ftyah", (French
Language Teaching in Universities; Theoretical and Experimental
Principle's), "Sahifat Al-Tarbiyah", (Magazine of Education),
290 year, Issue No. 2, (April 107), pp. 744S.

After pointing out the importance of languages in our age,
the writer reviewed the curricula of French in Egypt and
the principles on which they are founded, mentioning the
most convenient methods of learning French.

(
Commenting on, the French language text books used in Egyptian.
,universities, the writer indicated the advantages and dis-
advantages'of two of these books and explained their content
and their teaching method. Here, she mentioned the faults of

1,
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eitch language teachers, then indicated the manner in which
Wefts Could be cajoled to. learn French a become fondL. Here again she mentioned the students' faults in

the classroom diViding them into these types: absolute,
rolatiVe, written, verbal, vocal, grammatical and relating
to Meaning.

After giving examples of each type of the foregoing mistakesthe writer gave an account of kstudy made on language
difficulties, mentioning her cdhclusions in this respect.

The writer then turned to a discussion on a new curricula
for teaching French, mentioning the role of the teacher indetecting the mistakes made by-the students as a whole andby each student separately, and suggesting the publicationof a book, whiCh would classify all Preach language mistakesmade by Egyptians in pronouncing Prentfi. She elaborated
on the aims of this pronoted book.-

Aftei dealing With the basic training of French language
teachers, the writer reviewed French language teaching
problema as discussed in a special conference held by
'Mn Shams University.

An outline of her article was given in conclusion.

Home Economics

7S. 'Abddllah, Siham Zaki, "Dirasat Al-Malabis Wa-'Ilaqatuha
Bil-'Awamil Al-Ijtima'iyyah Wal-Naf iyyah fi Maidan Al-
Wised Al-Manzili", (A Study of C thes as they Relate to/the Social and Psychological rs in the Field of flome
Economics), "Sahifat Al-Tarbi ah", (Magazine of Aducation) ,
29th year, Issue No. -3,(june 7) ; pp. 73-77.{

The wrier begar4 her article showing how the study of clothesas part of home economics was developed. She reviewed the
history of clothes studies in home economics, showing the
justifications for the linking between clothes in general
and between the newly-introduceA fPcets of social, psychologi-
cal and environmental factors.

She. went on to talk on,the development of dress studies.
as part of home/ economics in the Arab Republic of Egypt
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end particularly in the'Faculty of.Home EconOMici.of
HielWan University, where studies in dress Psychology are
iChnclucted in its post-graduate sections at the level of
C.A. and Ph.D.

The Writeethen,reviewed the questions which a student of
Social sciences faces when,studying the subject of clothes,
Riving the pertinent answers to these questions.

In

74 Binadri, Mafimoud, "Awqifu Inshda KulliyaatA1-Tibb
Al*Jadidih", (Stop Building New Faculties of Medicine),
"A1- Ahram" newspaper, 103r&ye:ar, Issue No. 33041, (May
28, 10971, p. 9.

At-.the beginning of/his article,, the writer reviewed the
status of. the existing and prospective faculties of medicine,
4hewing how any expansion in building new faculties of
medicine would affect the medical.profession and doctors.

His talk centered around the ability of the existing
faCulties of medicine to meet the present shortage, the

of doctors, the inadequacy of the possibilities
available at the existing faculties of medicine and the
ones under construction and the fact, that the only werk
'opportunities open before new doctors are in Arab countries
since unemployment among doctors

.

is inevitable in'Egypt

toncluding his.article, the writer called for the discontinua-
tion of any plans envisaged for building new facUlties of
medicine saying that their hospitals should,be turned. into
educational hospitals annexed to the existing faculties.

77. EI-Sayyed, Hamdi,
Al-Tibb", (We Advocate
Faculties of Medicine)
Issue No. 13049, (June

"Nahnu Nu'ayyed Waqf Inshaa KuWiyat
Suspension of Establishment of

, "Al-Ahram" newspaper, 103rd year,
5, 1977), p. 9.

Commenting on an earlier article in which the writer callody.
for the suspension of any plans to establish new faculties of
medicine, the President of the Medlcal Association reviewed

em,

. . '
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I report re ared by ,the 'Medical Association conjunction
,:With the) in stry:o Hea h indicating to what extent

radUates'of/the nine fac lties of medicine could be absorbed
1080 and showing hoffd fficult it would be to determine
position of medical raduates between 1980 and 1985.

The writer said it is important to determine the number of
Students who would be admitted into the Faculty' of Medicinit
in 1977; explaining that the faculties of medicine are suffer-
ing from shortage in possibilities. and equipment.

After reviewing the new faculties of medicine which are
scheduled to be built in the Governorates despite the

_opposition of the Ministry of Health, the MedicalfAssociation
and the Committee of Medical Edwation, the writer concluded
hie .article with a suggestipn which, in his opinion, is
conducive to the betterment of the present situation.

Problems of

,78. E1- Sebaei, Labib, "Ar=Majlis Al-Qawmi Lil-Ta'leem
'Ma -Arba' Mpshakil Hammah; Qadiyyah Jami'ithh", (The National
Council for Education and Four Importan;,problems; A Univer-
sity Issue), "Al-Ahram Al-Iqtisadi" magazine, Issue No. 520,
(April 15, 1977), pp. 42-43.

`In his article, the writer reviewed four problems pertaining
to university educationpvihich were studied by the National
Council for Education, Scientific Research and Technology
and in respect of which appropriate recommendations were
adopted.

The first problem is"the policy of, admission in unive iti s
and its. 4mpact on the falling standard of university e tion.
Recommendations adopted by the Council to deal with this
problem centre around the Coordination Office whose task
is to coordinate admission in universities.

Post-graduate studies-1n universities represent the second
problem of university education which was studied by the
National Council and in respect of which recommendations
were adopted.-These recommendations dealt with the steps
to be taken to et the immense' shortage, in faculty and in
the staff of esea ch Centres and with the measures intended

1'
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citelolleetligilduate atUdAes to the units of prodtiCtion
OrVicet and labour.

. .

third problemwith which the National Couricil:is'coneerned
4 problem .of academic text books.:Nere, the writer,

et ed the Cots:101,s recommendations aimed encouraging
100 OS of the teaching.staff to write books in all:fields..
It la equally important tojissuea directory for each univer-
siw and for each faculty to indicate the subjects stud 'd

in sea class and the academic:contents of these subjects
bailed on the text books.

The fourth
of the one
The Counci
call for t

ta
i faculty department ac rding to the required majors

the introdUction of ince es to attract members of
the teaching bodies to wo in provincial universities.

d last problem is that of making maximum benefit
es of the teaching bodies in universities.
recommendations,designed to meet this problem

.creation of a permanent organizational set up'

. -

In conclusion, the writer:reviewed the problems whichligyptian
tcholars.studying abroad are facing.

Students -
,

79. "Qawa'id Al-Qabul Bil-Jami'aat Tibqan Li-Nizam Al-
Tash'eeb fil-Thanawiyyah", (Rules of Admission hr Universi-
ties Pursuant to the System of Branches" in, the General
Secondary Certificate), "Al-,Ahram" newspaper, 103rd year,
Issue No. 23012 (April 29, 1977), p. 1.

Following a review of the policy of admitsion inuniversities
in the forthcoming academic year in the light of the new
system of branches introduced in the General Secondary
Certificate, the article reviewed the conditions of admission

Ift7

in the literary, scientific and mathematic branches
and'in the Faculty of Appl ed Arts, mentioning tho'faculties
wherein the Higher Counci for Universities may determine the
numbers of students who would he enrolled from each branch
in each faculty.

Conditions of admission in resnect of holders of equivalent
certificates are also mentioned in the article.
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Mustafa, Abdul:1001i-, Bil-Jamisaar 'ala
Mao Virtjaat 414tawadd AlM4takhattsah", (Admission.in
AilaVersities op .:the Basis of the Grades Obtained in, Specia1-

JPWSUblOtts), 4.GumhOuri ah" newspaper, 24th year, Isiue
R164'1,54961Ar 25, P

011..this article, the writer discuSsed the move by the
People's Assembly's Committee for Education and Scientific
Research for a -re.-consideration of the system of admilbion
,iivuniversities to correspond to the quality of graduates
needed brEgTpt's economic development plan and to the
universities' material and' human'possibilities,'with due
Consideration to the number of students.passing in the
General Secondary examination.

The writer reported that the:Committee insisted on linking
ithe.educationalplan.tO the development plan in order to
-provide the semi-skilled and skilled labourers and the,
technician's and their assistants. He also explained the
manner in which each of the foregoing-categories could, be

trained..

The Committee'sirecommendat n 1 regarding the technologically-.
Specialized universities:and aca emit text books and regard-

?ing the ,provision of the'iequir d' teaching bodies and the
creation 'of a student welfae f nd were also .reported by'

-'the writer. -)

Likewise, the writer referred to the tOpics studied by'the
Committee before winding up its session, which included.
the teaching of religion as a matter of supreme importance,

(the development of nurseries and kindergatton being a .

prerequisite for improvirt the standard of-:education and
the,coordination betweenrtechnicaleduCation on the
hand and training and labour-requirement on the other.

81. Soliman, 'Abdul Aziz, "Nizam Al-Oabul fil-Jami'aat
Yajib an Yashtarik Al-Talabali fi Tandidih", (The Sy§tem of
Admission in Universities; Students Should Take Part in

\ Determining it), "Al-Gumhouriyah" newspaper, 24th year;
Issue No. 8575, (June 2, 1977), p. S.

Following an introduction on the season of admission in

university and how it affects parents, students, institutions,
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*LI i
iMMUIStties and'alt Comptent bodies conceried with student
affairs, uniVersitr if airs and state° affairs, the writer
00401ined the need for and the importance of developing
04 System of admission in universities, showing the Manner
ini which such development could be attained.

*
illainint the bases for and methods of such development, the
Writerterse d that students should have a syst m whereby
they can, select their proper. fatulties. He lso added that
they should be permitted, to move from one1,rovincial. university
to another..

,

ConcluAing his article, the writer advanced some suggestions
'aimed at reaching an ideal method whereby the system of.
admission in universities could be renewed.

82. Bl'Sóbaet Labib, "Al-Qabul' Al-Jughrtfi Bil-JamiJaat
Wa-MdshkilatAU-Ightirab; Oadiyyah-Jamitiyyah", (Geographical.
Admission in Universities and the. Prolllem of Expatriation;
A University'Issue), "Al-Ahram Al-Igtisadi" magazine,- Issue'
No, :$244 (June 1S, 1977)pp.-742-43.

After mentioning that' the establishment of the University of
. Assiut in Upper Egypt has given rise to the 'idea of enrolling.
students in universitiesaccording to geographical considera-.-
tions, the writer interviewed theilresident of Cairo Univer-
sity who explained this idea, expounded omits aims and showed
how it.does away with the problem of expatriation from which
university students. suffer.

The writer then reviewed the system proposed by the, President
of Cairo University to put this idea into practice, saying
that geographical zones should be determined for each univer-
sity and students would select their respective faculties
according to' their geographical affiliations.

Likewise, the writer interviewed theLPresidents of 'Ain
S ams and Zagazig Universities bi this idea and on the
p ocedure for putting it into practice, concluding his article
ith an interview with the Director of University Admission

Coordination Office who showed the difficulties which would
face the implementation of this idea. ,7
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Faculty of Social Service

''Abdul Rezak, Karima, "Ta'deel Nizam Al-Qattul Bi-
A47Khedmah Al.ljtimi0iyyah", .- Changing the System

Admission in'the'Faculty of Social /Service) , "Al-Akhbar"
nmpapot, 25th year, Issue No. 7779,, (May 23, 19771, p. 7.

We' reporting that the University of Helwhn has decided-to
Ifte:the system of admission in the Faculty of SoCial
Tice, the writer described the. basis on .which the new
OWM.woula be founded; such as the holding of personal
wrviims'and the fulfilment of the condition of bodily
!iciency of candidates.

) ,writer then indicated to the prothsions contained in the
:ulty's new regul.ations, such as the abolition of some
)jects and the int oduction of other n ubjects, mention-
; as well- the sub cts taught in post raduate studies
t the,syllabusl the first, and se years of the'
L. Section and dding that a diploma uld be introduced
from the for coming academic year. -`

,.'conditIons of admission are listed at the' end of the
:icle.'

Students - Evaluation

El-Ashw Mohamed Moukhtar.'Ali, "Taqweem Tullab
lliyat Al-T biyah fi Taileem Al-Maharat.A1-'Amaliyyah
-Lazimah Li- adrees Al-Kimiaa", (Evaluation of Facultrof
ication's Students as to Acquiring tfie'Practical Skills
:essaryfor TeachinEthemistry), Cairo, Department o1

faculty of Education, 'Ain Shams University,
F7, 177 pages.

)issertation submitted to the Curricula Department of
Faculty of Education, 'Ain. Shams University for obtaining
degree of M.A. in Education.

Is dissertation consists of six chapters.

)first chapter states the subject under discussion,
tic/tees its:importanc and scope and explains the methods,
as and scientific-ter used in the research.
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ter 2 defines priCtical _skills and show
41e4nired-and evalUttWch.

OA third chapter' specifies the practical ills necessary
for tiaehing chemiStry, while the fa dicates the manner
in Which the method 'of student evaluation in the'skills
needed for chemistry teachiag is built-fip.- In this respect,
the writes: rArates earlier attempts to prepare evaluation
Cards, showing how such cards are-compiled and utilized.

hew theyWre

In the fifth chapterthe writer' describe& the hethod used
Ity him, for evaluating students of the Faculty of Educatica.
In the, practical skills needed for teaching cheiistryi
showing how he selected his' samples, how the evaluation
.procedure-'waa Orrie4.out and how the results were assembled
and subj tted to;statistical analysis.

111W sixth
research

d last chapter contains an outline ofthis
well as a review of the results, recommendations

and suggestions reached,by the writer. A number of topics
emanating from this resear were suggested by the author
for further elaborate rase ch.

The dissertation ended with a set of Arabic and foreign
reference,books consulted by the author.

1S. El-Shirbini, Zeinab Mohamed Ali Helmi, "Taqweem ,Tullab
Kulliyyat Al-Tarbiyah fi Jumhuriyyat Misr Al- 'Arabiyyah fi
ba'd Maharat TadreeS Al-Lughah Al-Injliziyyah", (Evaluation
of Faculty'of Educatton Students in the Arab Repalfc of,

t in some Skills Related to the Teachin of Eff ilsh
anguage ro, ppartment o a, acu y o duca-

tion, T..Ain Shams University, 1977, 445 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to the Curricula Department :of
t Faculty of Education, 'Ain Shams University for obtaining
the degree of M.A. in Education.

This Dissertation consists of eight chapters.

Chapter 1 discusses the topic chosen for this research,
indiFates its significance and scope, explains the method of'
research and defines the terms used by the Writer:

A
a urr Cu
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he secOnd.chapter elates the teaching skills,. explaini
their concept-an ndicates the basis for their determine-
Ulm.

Chapter. 3 listS'theleaehing skills' required for A teacher
Lto 'teeth English in Egypt, while,the fourth 'chapter indicates
rthe method for evaluating English laaguage teaching skills;
'With a reNiew of the earlier attempts made to study.auch---
evaluation.

Chapter 5 is concerned with a lengthy discussion on the
teaching .skills Of,English language.

The sixth chapter-eXplains the manner in which a programme
is worked. out for training on a certain teaching skill,
specifying the skills covered by the programme, the general._
idea of the programme and its method, with, an explanation of
the formulation of such rrogramme and the preparation of
its contents.

Chapter 7 indicates the manner in which the programme
is put to experimentation and the results obtained-from
training pursuant to such programme.

The eighth and last chapter contains an outline of the
research and a set of suggestions and recommendations
dealing with the,aims and programmes of evaluation4 methods
of teaching and systems and policies of practical_training
and, in addition,-the writer suggested some rej,ated topics
which could be expounded in future research wdi.k.

A list of bibliographical references used-by the author,
in Arabic and foreign languages, is given at the end of the
dissertation.

Teaching Bodis

86. Haggag, 'Abdul Fattah, "Mu'al1im Al-Jami'aah; Abraz
Al-Mihniyyah, WairIjtima'iyyah Wal-Nafsiyyah",

(The University Professor; His Main Features, Professionally,
Socially and Psychologically), "Sahifat Al-Tarbiyah",
(Magazine of Education), 29th year, Issue No. 3, (Junes,
1977), pp. 34-39.
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ovantriting. the aims of the universi
OVtdes Opportunities of interactio

249 Moro and after reviewing the aims
Yinitju i corder to bápme more-progre sive and liberal,
writoto,moved,to an exp tion'of the traditional role

an, institution
etween students
adopted by

a ivetikitty profelser.'

iterlimit:Ost,..tO':eiplain the. major tasks of the
.ue3sity ilrofessor,,,emphasizing- his Continuous efforts'
Wbecq010:,more thoroUgh-and Up-to-datelin hiS'field of ,

rlipeOpli00, saying thatATrofessor-shOuld acquaint..
lt Filitelt:

t
h,,the cultural pattern and characteristics

T=ofhiLd-i0sunity-anCehould also understand his students
014-studitheit needs and problems.

-

,-Concluding)his article, the writer explained how afully.,,

trained anci!,qualifieduniVersity profeisor-OdYbe created, -
A)Ointing in-this connection to the role of th*Supreme
Council of Universities in training and qualiAication.'

g
,*i

FINANCIAL AND ADMISTRATIVEAPITAIRT,,_

87. A.R.L egislations4 Laws, Regulations.. etc.,
"Ministerial- osolution No-. 75 of April 28, 1977 Laying Down
Rules and 'Re ations for'Expenditures fromthe_Anpro ria- :.

,Ifons'AIloca e for theli'ment of Remunarationt and Expenses
connected with the Sportiand- CiiTtural Actfyities of the
Hitalinistrations ot Physical an&CulturaI EdOcatiOn and the
DItectorates oCedutation in Governorates", Caixo, cibfnet
at fhe1inister,.ministry of Edudafion, 1977,11 stencil
pages.

, ..

The Resolution consists of four articles followed by the
Regulation which omprises forty three articles.

The first article ofMhe Resolution determines the bodies.
responsible for the implementation of the Regulation.
Article 2 specifies the approptiations-available; while the
third article repeals'hnd supersedes Ministerial Resolution
No. 172 of 1972 and thejourth lists the various agencies
..-vested with the task of, implementing the RegUlation.,

The Regulation itself follows. It consists: of three parts,
the first of which.containS the first 22 articles dealing
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W1tA remunerations. It lays down the prerequisites fgf
granting remunerations and prescribes the procedure theirpayment to he personnel of camps and picnics, lecturers
in training sessions, personnel in charge of examinations,
supervisors of physical training centres,, summer clubs and
summer resorts; trainers; personnel seconded to fields of
'social activities, swimming pools, research work and
Statistical,surveys, and personnel in charge of sports
and social contests, b'oy scouts and girls guides.

The second part comprises the follOwing eleven articles
and reviews the activities where expenditures are made, the
conditions for the payment of remunerations to referees
in.athlotic tournaments and the rates of such payments. It
also fixes the subscription fees payable to clubs and
associations and sets forth the conditions for issuing
men and women trainers with uniforms.

The third and last art contains general rues on the
instances in which -approval for expenditure is sought
from the Ministry's Undersecretary or First Undersecretary.
It defines the duties of the financial representative or
the man entrusted with the implementation of the programme
and the body applying for money. The procedure for contro114ng
expenditures is also described.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Primary Schools

88. Fayed, Mahmoud 'Abdul Latif, "Rifgan
(Have Sympathy over Our Children), "Al-Ahram" newspaper,
103rd year, Issue No. 33052, (June 8, 1977), p. 9.

After reviewing the recommendation of the People's Assembly's
Education Committee on teaching English in the primary stage,
the writer showed the, impact of such teaching on the pupils'
level in Arabic, comparing between the conditions and
circumstances' of the advanced private schools which teach
two languages and,those of Governmental schools.

The writer went on to relate his own experience when he
taught in a foreign language school, showing the bearing
of teaching a foreign language on the pupils' level hi
Arabic.
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Conciuding his article, he insisted that the opinion of
those actually engaged in the field should be taken into
account when:tny decision affecting teaching is contemplated.

HISTORY

Teaching of

89. Dunid, Hamed, "I'adat Tadrees Tareekh Al-Harakah
`Al-Wataniyyah", (Teaching the History of the National
Movement Anew), "October" magazine, 1st year, Issue No. 29,
(May 1977), pp. 60-61.

In an introduction to his article, the writer described how
teaching is influenced by the political, social and economic
factors, of the society saying that the pe-May 15 society
in Egypt was clearly reflected on teaching, whether as to
its volume or as to its content.

Talking about the subject of history in particular, the
writer questioned its accuracy in reflecting the true
,historical glories and national movements of Egypt. It is
for this that the State decided, following the Rectification
Revolution'of May 15 to establish t Committee for re-writing
history,and for drawing a true and accurate picture of
Egyptian historical facts.

The writer then moved to university education saying that
the subject of history was taught in a prejudiced manner
until the Rectification Revolution came on May 15; 1971
and corrected the country's entire direction, making law
supreme and sovereign.

ILLITERACY

90. Hussein, Mansour, "Al-Ummiyyah Wal-Tanmiyah", (Illiteracy
and Economic Dev6lopment),,"Sahifaf Al-Maktabah" (Library
Magazine), 9th year, Issue N65777TA15TTYT317777 pp. 7-12.

At the beginning of his article, the writer gave a historical
'synopsis of, the war against illiteracy in Egypt during the
last fifty years, indicating the stapes through which it
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has passed and'showing(-how it relates to the country's -

productive, social and political activities within an overall
development movement. He also mentioned the efforts'which
the State has exerted and is exerting to fight illiteracy,
pointing in this respect to the obstacles it had faced
which prevented it from realizing its aims. The reasons for
these obstacles are given by the writer.

He then reviewed the new approaches by, which the State,
like all other developing states, is facing the serious
nature of the problem of illiteracy, indicating the means
through which the desired aims could be achieved.

Here, the writer dealt with the functional eradication
of illiteracy, indicating its concept, method of application
and problems encountered. He also dealt with the selective
method for fighting illiteracy, mentioning the productive
locations which have selected this method.

He dealt as well with the sectional method for fighting
illiteracy whereby members of the sector undertake to fight
illiteracy.4He explained the aims contemplated, the manner
In which the task of eradicating illiteracy is carried out
and the plans laid for 'the development of the sector's
community.

Discussing perpetual education, the writer described its
role in attaining the aims of rural development and its
importance in linking education to practical life and to
the constantly renewino, types of education.

Concluding his article, the writer related the vital considera-
,tions needed by the StateAn ,order to overcome the problem of
illiteracy as soon as is expediently nossible. 4

,LEGISLATIONS, LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Seer 10, 11,'12, 48, 56,, 57, 77, 82, 92, 93, 104
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MATHEMATICS

91. A.R.E., Ministry of, Education, Cabinet of the Advisor
for Mathematics, "WhatjAso,New in Mathematics During the
School Year 1976/77", COro, 1977, Z typewritten pages.

-Report submitted to the Agency for Educational Documenta-
tion for the preparation of the annual report on the develop-
ment-of education in A.R.E. in 1976/77.

FolloAng a revie* of the changes introduced in the curricula
of mathematics in the various stages of education, the
report described the experiment carried out in some secondary
schools to teach modern mathematics. According to the
lreport, the changes introduced have necessitated the
preparation of new text books or the addition of new chapters
to the text books currently in use.

Commenting on 'the new system of branches whereby third
year secondary was divided intc literary,. mathematical_
and scientific branches, the resort showed how such branching
has resulted in a re-consideration of curricula in general
and a re- distribution of curricula on the three branches.

'Dealing with the experiment of modern mathematics, the
report said that committees have been assigned to evaluate
this.expviment with a view toLdetermine its pros and cons,
whether in curricula or in teaching methods,or in teacher
training.

As regards teacher training, the report uggested a number,
of devices for training teachers on the n wly-introduced
curricula. It also reviewed the new trends ih preparing
'the question sheets in public examinations, stressing the
need for sending teachers abroad bn training scholarships.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

Administration
t

92. A. .E., Legislations, Laws and Regulations, "Ministerial

Distribution

No. 83 Dated May 9, 1977 in Connection with tfie
Mistribution of 'Employees on thelqinistry's Main Offices",
Cairo, Cabinet of the Minister, -Ministry of taucation.
1977, 59 stencil pages.

.50
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This ResolutAon consistsiof four articles followed by
tables indicating the distribution of the Ministry's personnel i
on the various machineries of its Main Offices.

Article',1 indicates the manner in which emplo are
assigne4 in adequate numbers to each of the Minis ry's
machineries at its Main Office.

!,

The second article specifies the manner in which any shortage
In staff, if any, may be offset and also the manner in which
any surplus employees encountered in any department may be
re-distributed.

Article 3 sets forth the conditions for the permanent
assignment of the financial personnel to the jobs they
actually perform.

The fourth article specifies the responsibility for the-
implementation of this Resolution and fixes its effective.
date.

Tables appended to the Resolution determine the number of
personnel assigned to each of the following Administrations
and agencies: Sector of the Minister's Cabinet and Cabinet
of the Deputy Minister, Sector of Planning and Follow-up,
Sector of Primary Education, Sector of Preparatory, and Second-
ary Education, Sector of Technical Education, Sector of
Central S'ervices and Foreign\Relation and Sector of Financial
and Administrative Affairs.

MOSQUES

93. Abaza, Ibrahim Dusugi, "Al- 4ar,rah Ukhra",
(Mosques, Once More), "Al-Akhbaet nnIvpaper, 25th year,
Issue No. 7771, (May 13, 1977), p. 3.

After relating, the role of masques in matters of worship
and eduaation throughout Islamic history and showing their
impact on the scientific and cultural enlightenment eversince
the dawn of Islam, the writer Ooke of their present role
which is confined to the performance of religious rites and
the delivery of Friday sermons.

He pointed to the contributions which mosques could make
in order to educate the children of Muslims hnd overcome



the present shortage in the number of schools and in the
space needed for concluding panels of discussion and lectur-
ing halls.

Concluding his article, the writer urged Muslim scholars
to revive mosques through holding discussion groups and
deOvering lessonsAaddin that mosques should be provided
witrlibraries offeting a wide range of reading material
in All arts= and culture.

PHILOSOPHY AND EDUCATION

Secondary Schools and Men and Women Teacher
Training Collars

94. A.R.E., Ministry of Education, Cabinet of the Advis r
for Philosophy, "Report on the Philosophical Subjects and
Civics in the General and Technical Secolidary'Education and
in Men and Women Teacher-TtainingsColleges for the Academic
Year 1976/77", 2 typewritten pages.

i.40eport submitted to the Agency for Educational Documentation
404 'Information for the preparation of the annual report
on the development of education during 1976/77.

A review is made in this report of the steps taken to'develop
the curricula of philosophy and civics in general and technical
Secondary education and the curricula of educational principles
and psychology in men and women teacher training colleges.

The report also reviews the changes introduced in teaching
methods, educational aids and text books dealing with these
subjects and the resulting need for developing thq00ftthion
in which examination questions are prepared and` Or issuing
a teacher's guide.

Furthermore, the report deals with technical guidance and
supervision as they relate to philosophical subjects and
civics in compliance with the recommendations adopted on a
nation-wide level by educational conferences. Pursuant to
these recommendations, training programmes were conducted
for the inspectors of philosophy, civics and psychology
in general and technical secondary schools and men and women
teacher training colleges.
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The report further reviewed the guideljneW adopted tr
connection with the teaching of these subjects.

Lastly, the major problems 'encountered in the procesi of
developing these subjects were reviewed together with the
methods utilized for overcoming them..

PHILOSbPHY OF EDUCATION

95. Deif, Shawqi Abdul Salam Gad, "Fikr Ismail Mahmoye
El-qabbani Al-Tarbawi Wa-Atharuhu 'ala Tatawwur Al-Tarbiyah
Wal-Ta'leem fi Jumhuriyyat Misr Al-'Arabiyyah", (The Educa-
tional philosophy of Ismail Mahmoud El-Qabbani and its
Impact on the Development of Educatikin ini, the Arab Republic
ofligyptj, Assiut,, Department of Educational Principles,
Teculty of Education, ,Assiut University, 1977, 386 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Educatiorial
Principles, Faculty of Education, Universitysof Assiut for
obtaining the degree of M.A. in Education.

In an introduction to his'dissertation, the writer stated
the aims of his research and defined, his assumptions,
scope, method and plan, giving an outline of the earlier
research dealing with the same subject.

The text of the dissertation itself falls into two parts
subdivided into six chanters.

Part 1, which contains the first and second chapters,
deals with the educational concepts of Ismail Mahmoud El-
Qabbani. While Chanter 1 indicates the influences to which
El-Qabbani was exposed in formulating hip educational
philosophy and furthir reviews his background, the political,
economic and social circumstances in Egypt and the foreign
educational theories which had their bearing on El-Qabbani,
Chapter 2 analyses Ismail El-Qabbani's educational philosophy,
dealing with his democratic approach, experimentation in
education, quality vs. quantity in education, interrelation-
ships between the society and the school and. Ismail El-
Qabbani's philo.sophy as it relates to psychology.

Part 2, which comprises the remaining four chapters, deals
with 'Ismail El-Qabbani's philosophy of education in actual
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application. Chapter 3 is concerned with education in the
first stage, the development of its systems prior to the
emergence of El-Qabbani's philosophy and the conditions
of primary education following the laws issued under the
influence of El-Qabbani's educationalphilosophy.

General at*d technical secondary education is dealt with
in Chapter 4 which compares the conditions of this type
of education before and after the emergence of El-Qabbani's
philosophy.

In the fifth chapter, the author dealt with teacher training
and showed the role plaveil by Ismail El-Qabbani in the
development of training policies and programmes.

The dissertation ended with Chapter 6 which contains thd
conclusions and recommendations reached by the author.

In his final conclusions, the writer called for the abolition
of the present duality in general and religious education,
the revision of curricula in such a fashion as to arouse
effective interest on the part of ruPils, the elimination
of the present anxiety and fear accompanying examinations,

-the adoption of a policy of selectiveness in secondary
education, the consolidation of the system of'decentralization
in educational administration, the adoption of a system of
experimentation in education, the taking of expedient
measures to adopt the'system'of 9-year or 8-year school and
the amelioration of the standard of teachers in the primary.
stage.

Tho writer recommended that certain studies be carried out
in this field.

R.

Concluding his dissertation, he listed his Arabic and foreign
reference hooks consulted in the course of his research.

96. Saleh, Ahmed 'Ezzat Osman AhMed, "Athar Al-Fikr Al-
_Dimograti 'ala Tat,leem Al-Marhalah Al-Ula fi Misr fil-
Fatrah min 1922 ila 1952", (The Impact of Democratic
Concerts on the First Stagge of EcTucation in Egypt Zurj.n
the Period 1922-1g52), Assiut, Department of Edu a 6nai
ttrincfples, "Faculty of Education, Assiut Univetsi y, 1977,
251 stencil pages.
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- Dissertation submitted to. the Depprtment of Educational
Principles, Faculty of EducatiOn, Assiut. University for
.obtaining the degree of M.A. in Education.

This research, as mentioned in'its introduction, is a .

historical study ,of the development of democratic methods
in the first stage of'education in Egypt against a backgrbund
of lotal political, social, economic and cultural considera-
tions.

The dissertation is divided into six Chapters.
*

Chapter 1 deals with thc development of education in the
first stage in Egypt during the pre-1922 period.

The second chapter is concerned with the Egyptian society
during the period of semi-independence (1922-1952) and
shows the political and economic factors which influenced
the society.

Chapter 3 deals with the social factors whose influence
during this period was strongly felt. Here, the writer
describes the features of a class-divided society, the social
Problems of the Egyptian society and their causes, the social
movements which unleashed the social structure of the Egyptian
society, the influence of certain Western social movements
during and before World War II and the impact of the
social and democratic awareness on education in the first
.stage.

The fourth chapter reviews the cultural trends which had
their bearing on education in the first stage. Here, the
writer deals with the oriental conservative trends and the
Western modernizing trend, giving a biographical review
of the leading Egyptian thinkers of that Period.

Chapters 5 and 6 demonstrate how the foregoing trends
reflected on education in the first stage in tgypt during
the period 1922-1952 and how they affected the qualitative
and quantitative aspects of education in the first stage
in the same period.

The dissertation, ends with a bibliographical list of Arab
and foreign books utilized in the research.

"1'
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97. Ahmed, Lutfi Munib Barakat, "Ma'alim Falsafah Tarbawiyyah
Lil-Fikr Al-Ishtiraki A1- 'Arabi ", (Features-of an Educational
Philosophy for the Arab Socialist IdeologyY, Cairo, Department

Educational Principles, Faculty of Education, 'Ain Shams
University, 1977, 229 pages.

Dissertation submitted to the Department.of Educational
Principles, Faculty of Education, 'Ain Shams University
for obtaining the degree of Ph.D. in Education.

The writer divided his dissertation into six chapters.

Chapter 1 states the problem under discussion, shows its
educational significance and describes the method and
blueprints of the research.

In the second chapter, the writer reviewed the available
educational literature in the field of socialist ideology
in Egypt, indicating ho it relates to his study and
showing the educational significance of iuch.liteiature.

Chapter 3 is an attempt to trAcre the development of socialist
thOught in Egypt-from the time of the,Pharoahs down to the
July 23, 1952 Revolution. It shows the factors which gave
rise to socialist trends, giving the reasons for their
failure. The writer also showed the characteristic features
of socialist thinking in Egypt.

The fourth chapter reviews the philosophical bases of Arab
socialist ideology in Egypt and presents a philosophical
analysis of some of Egypt's educational problems.

In Charters 5 and 0, the writer deals with certain educa-
tional principles within the framework of the educational
philosophy, being: the principle of equality in educational
opportunities, the principle of dissolution of educational
differences, the principle of efficient educational plAnning,
the principle of educating the community with a view 0
modernize and update it, the principle of perpetual etion
and, lastly, the principle of spiritual education.

In conclusion, the writer reviewed the recommendations and
suggestio*s reached by him.

A list of reference books in Arabic and foreign languages is
given at the end of the dissertation.
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98. -Al=Jayyar, Sayyed Ibrahim, "Falsafat.A1-Tarbiyafi
Wa-Makanatuha min AVFikr Al- Palsafi AlieWassir",.(The
Philosophy of Education and its Position in Contemporary
Philosophical Thought), "Sphifat Al-Tarbbrah", (Magazine
of Education), 29th year, Issue No. 2,..(Api1l 1977), pp.
31 -37.

k

Following a coinarison drawn by the writer between traditional
philosophy and contemporary philosophy, he explained the
concept of educe ion as propounded by some philosophers
and discussed the analytical philosophy and the intellectual
movement in the Twentieth Century, showing the function of.
.a philosopher. 7

The writer then reviewed some questions related to alytical
philosophy and explained the attitude of the philosophy of
education yis-a.:ii§-tontemporary philosophical thought.
He further explained the analytical method in tkOphilo,sophyr,
of education as developed by some philosophers.'

Concluding his article, the writer advanced a suggestion
fOr the development of an educational analytical philosdohy
based on fundamental issues emanating from the very nature
of education and not derived from any other epistemological
sources. Here, the writer reviewed a number of questions
for the sake of determining a set of fundamental issues
oraxes for an educational analytical philosophy.

The writer also referred,to other aiiempts made by philosophers
of education in foreign universities which aimed at applying,
the analytical method to the philosophy of education.

99. 'Enan, Patina, " ,1-Madrasah Wal-Mu'allim fil 'Alain
Al-MU'assir", (The School and Teacher in the Contemporary
World), "Al-Ra'id" magazine of teachers, 2nd year, Nos.
2 and 3, June- September 1977), pp. 12-13.

following afi-Introductory note in which the writer talked
on modern education as a process for an integrative building
up of the individual, she explained the principal duties
of the teacher in backing up the slogan of "State of nowledge
and Faith" and emphasized the need for modern technology
in education and for linking, knowledge to faith.
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After reviewing the role of the Egyptian teacher in our
present stage of construction and rehabilitation, the writer
talked on the TeaChers' Association (i.e. Syndicate),
describing its pioneering role.

Concluding hor article, the writer reviewed the ntents
of the Teacher's code of Honour laid down by theTeachers'
Association.

PRIMARY EDUCATION

Problems of

'Ouweis, Mus'aad Sayyed, ''Al-Madrasah Al-Ibtidaiyyah
Tatahadda Qillat Al-Imkaniyyat Al-Riyadiyyah", (The Primary,
School Challenges the Few Athletic Possibilities), "Al-
Ri'led" magazine of teachers, 2nd year, Issue No. 2 and 3,
TJune- September 1977), pp. 25 -26.

After emphasizing the importance of physical education to
pupils in the primary education and reviewing the problems
faced by primary schools, the writer described how these
schools could overcome the problem of scanty possibilities.

He wont on to describe the role of an educational leader
who specializes in seizing opportunities and surrounding
circumstances to offer physical education programmes compatible
with the age of each child.

The writer then explained the ways and means for benefitting
by the possibilities available at the school or around it,
showing how the problem of shortage in tools is overcome.
Here, he reviewed a numbei of snorts which could be engaged,
in under any circumstances.

Concluding his article, the writer asserted that these simple
and non-costly methods are sure to succeed, adding that
belief in the role of Physical education is certain guarantee
for surmounting the problems faced by it.
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FRIVATLI TUTORING

101. Hassan, 'Magdi Ahmed, "Zahirat Al-Durus Al-Khusisi)iyah;-
Limaza Faradat Nafsaha?", (The Phenomenon of Private
Tutoring; Why Did It Impose Itself?), "Al-Gumhouriyah".
newspaper, 24th year, Issue No., 8,502, (April 8, 1977),.
p. 5.

After pointing to the heavy material burden assumed by
Egyptia' families as a rbsult of the wide-spread phenomenon
of private tutoring, the writer explained the reasons which
led to the spread of this phenomenon 'in the Egyptian society,
mentioning the inflexibility of the educational system, the
evils of the present system of examinations, the defects of
the text books, the distribution of students on general
or technical education on the sole'yardstick of grades
obtained in examinations,'the density of classrooms and the
adoption of a 2-shift system in using school buildings,

Following a review of the role of the teacher and the society
in the spread of this phenomenon, the writer pointedto the
measures deemed conducive to the abolition or alleviation
of the toughness of this,,)henomenon. Here, he stressed the
need for developing the system of education, re-considering
the procedure'for appointing teachers and issuing the
necessary legislations and, laws which would put an end to
this phenomenon.

PUPILS

Insurance - Private Schoqs

102. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ...
"Ministerial Resolution No. 73 Dated Aril 25 197, Re ardin
t e o ection o a ea t nsurance 'remium ram t e
Pupils in-Private Paid Schools of General and Technical
Education", Cairo, Cabinet of the Minister, Ministry of
Education, 1977, 4 stencil paczes.

This Resolution ,consists of eight articles in addition to
an appended Regulation which prescribes the. system established
for expending proceeds of health insurance premiums.

et,

Article 1 of the Resolution fixes the amount of health
insurance premium to be collected from the pupils of these
schools.
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The second article detctibes the peocedure for collecting
the premium, while Article .3 lays,down the conditions for
appointing "Health Visitors" in these schools.

The fourth article describes the manner in which a Committee
is formed in each Direc-grateof'Education to supervise

.expenditures from the p emiumrs proceeds.
, s ;

Pursuant to. Article-S, k1cheme is to be initiated to support
health care andffladical:shrvices in private paid schooks.
This scheme would he supirvised by the Directorate General
of rivate Education o# the Ilinistry of Education. The
Article also specifies* percentage of the proceeds of the
health insurance premi/uM' which would be paid into this

heme.

,

While Article 6 is concerned.with,the implementatio of
the, appended Regulation,',Article 7 repeals Minister al

' Resolution No. 288 of 1971 and the eighth and last rticle
deals with the implementatien and effective date of the.
Aesolution.

The.appended Regulation, consists of six articles.
, ,

.

Artit10-1411pd 2-eM the PurpoSes of, expenditure from
the preceedt and.' lay n-the\rules of expenditure.

)The third article' *ndf es the remunerations payable to
those 'engaged in,,thesc eme, while Article 4 defines the
,purposes of spending the!scheme's funds on health and
medical c

Article defines the powers vested with the Scheme's
Supervisory Committee while the six and last article describes
the ecial service* rendered by school health bodies.

SCHOOL- ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION
.

Technical.Schools

103. 1,egislations, Laws, Requlations
"Ministerial Resolution No. .70 Dated A ril 20 1977 in
Connect on w t e onstitut on an met ons o ec nical
School Boards 15-Year System5"; Cairo,' Cabinet of 'the Minister,
Ministry of Education, 1977. 3 stencil pages.
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This Resolution consists pf fiv),

'Article i deals with the manher in which Technical, School'
Boards are constituted. Functions of these Boards are
set:forth in Article 2, while Article 3 fixes trio date for
Boar& meetings and indicates the role.of the Board's.
Chairman and school',.principal in calling for this meeting:'

The'fourth Article provides for .the repeal of any piior
Ministerial ResolUtions and Regulations dealing with the
'constitution' and functions o School Boards.

The fifth and last article .concerned with_the publication r
of this Resolution in the, .Official Gazette 'and its subsequent
jmplementation.

.SCHOOL HOLIDAYS'

104. Shaheen, Mayjg, "Afkar -Lil- Kiber ", Micas for Adults),
"Ai-Akhbar" newspaper, 25th year, Issue No. 7772, (May 15,
1977), p. 12. 4

Havinp enumerated the problems occasioned during the school
year and showing how they affect pupils and parents, the
writer reviewed the problems pccasioned in sumnibi: vacations,
showing how difficult it is for pareRts,,to persuade their
children to fill their leisure time with reading.

She then reviewed some ideas dheied to bx,a group of
V parents 'to overcome .the problems of :summer` holidays. She

mentioned examples of occupations, which keep boys and girl's
busy, emphasizing the Importance of picnics, mixed gatherings
and participiltidn in club activities in doing away wit% the

,problem of leisure time from which pwils suffer during the %.

summer holiday. w
<

SCHOOL LIBRARIES

105. .A.R.E., Ministrydep? Education, Directorate-General
for Educational Activities, Ministry's Library, "Annual
Report on the Library in 1976 ", Cairo, (1977), 5 aiil
pages.

.91
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--At-thesgittn
hIstorfori-lreirtew-of

the

Ministry of Education's Library is given, describing its

establishment, development, bibliographical
system adopted ,

and major functions performed by the Library.

It wont on to revjew the Library's accomplishments in 1976,

mentioning the
Library's budget as compared to the figures of

the preceding year, the type of books purchased, whether

Arabic or foreign, the services rendered during the period

under discussion, the movement of internal and external

borrowing of hooks, the number of visitors'and the number

of books received complimentarily by the Library.

The report also listed the scientific
magazines which the

Library receives on a.subscription basis and which are

prohibited from external borrowing.

In conclusion, the report descabed the efforts made by the

Library to promote its activities and to ensure its develop-

ment into, a highly specialized library.

.

SCHOOL 'THEATRE

106. Fathallah, Sanaa, "Al-Masrah
Wa;.DaPah

Mutafaiylah", (School Theatre and anOptimistic Drive),

"Al-Akhbar"-newspaper,
25th year,"Issue-Ne. 1785. (ma20,

1 977) ,- p. 9,
,

At the beginning of her article, the writer commented on

the training programmes organized by the Ministry. of EduCa'-7

tion .in collaboration with the Ministry of Culture, whereby..

training on dramatics. would be
made available. to the:staff

employed, by the two Ministries! theatrical agencies and the

Governorates'Tducational
Administrations:

and Directorates

as. well as the directors of Wultural Palaces"4 Saiingthis

is an initial step towards the promotion of. schoolt atres.

She 'went on to indicate how the cooperation betWeen the'

Ministiy of Education and the Ministry .of,Cultura in this

fielCW6c4d.result in incorporating

andpreparatory schools.

4After'reviewing the conditions
enrollment in thit

training programme'and
mentioning its duration. andAhe dates-
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. of its commencement and closing, the writer mentioned the
subjects to he studied by candidates enrolled in the propramme,
pointing to the vital. importance of research papers which
each student would be required to write before the' close
Of the training programme.

SCHOOL YEAR

107. Qotb, Youssef Salahuddin, "Muddat Al-*Aam Al-Dirasi",
(Length of the School Year),, "Sahifat Al-Tarbi ah", (Magazine
Of Education), 29th year, Issue o. , prl 7) , pp. V-7.

After reviewing the Resolutions issued by the Ministry of,
Education for ensuring that all schools observe regular
,attendance and systematic study until the end of the school
year, the writer explained the reasons which justified the
issuance of these' Resolutions.' Pe Also explained the outcome
of.the survey conducted by the National Council for Education,
'Scientific Research and Technology in connection with the
length of the'school year.

4(
108.- Abdul Wahhah, Mahmoud, "Khamsat Ashhur faqat Wa-
Intaha Al -'Aamm Al-Dirasi",,(The School Year Ended After
only Five Months), "Al-Akhbar" newspaper, 2Sth Year, Issue
No. 7766, (May 8, 1977), p. S.

To prove how short the school year is, the writer began
his article with a'count.of the intervening holidays, giving
the actual date on which schools ended and compOring such
.date to the one fixed by the Ministry of Education for the
cloSe of the school year.

Showing the danger of this phenomenon oh Egyptian education,
the writer drew a comparison between the situation in Egypt
and the practice' of Japan, mentioning the length of the school
year in both countries and indicating the differencipin
the'weekly number of school hours and it student accomplish-
ment between Egypt and Japan,

After pointing to the steps to he taken for rectifyinp, this
situation, the writgr emphasized the need for developing
curricula, explained the aims of such development and showed,
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AOYITIAWS10 xne imporance.ot the desired reforms in
Wilding up goodocitizens and in, establishing the Egyptian
Fatherland, ,

SCIENCES

Curricula of

109. Ibrahim; Saber El-Dimirdash, "Talawimith Al-Bi'ah
Wa-KaYflYYat Mu'ilajatihi fi-Manahij Al-'Ulum; Talawwuth
Al- Hawas ", (Environmental Pollution and how to Deal with it
in the Curricula of.Sciences; Air Pollution), "Sahifat Al-
Tarbi ah"a (Magazine of Education), 29014 year, Via. 2,

pr 977), pp. 86-92..

After pointing to the elements of pollution of the human
environment, the writer reviewed the points which formulators
of the curricula of sciences in the primary and preparatory
stages deuld incorporate in the curricula where they deal
with air, pollution in the #BYPtian environment.

The writer went on to deal with the sources and types of
air pollution in the Egyptian environment, mentioning the
dixpct and indirect dangers resulting from PollutiOn and
indicating the importance of keeling pupils aware of theefforts whiCh are exerted or which need,to be exerted to
guard against air pollution in Egypt.,

He also reviewed the suitable activities which curricula
should provide and in which pupils in the final years of
the primary .stage should enrage in the course of studying ,a
organic air pollution: Review is also made of the activities
which children in the primary stage, especially those living
in industrial areas, should carry out.

SECONDARY EbudATroN

problems of
J.

110: ,Tadrus Haleem Farid, "Ib'idou Talamizat Dunlop min
Wizarat Al-Tvieem", (Expel Dunlop's Disciples from the
Ministry of Education), "Al-Gumhouri ah" newspaper, 24th
year, Issue No. 8507, (April 1 p. S.



,. ,

Commentikvon the new system of branches introduced in, the
''' secondary Stage of education, the Writer. .showed' the similar-
ities between this system.and the- one which was in practice
until the early 1950's. He reviewed the Pillars on which
this new system, rests showing to what extent they bear
similarity to the pillars.of education known under the
coloniil rule in Egypt (when the British Mr. Dunlop was
in full tontrol'of the Minis ry of Education).

.

.

The writer' vent on to show t e evils of a secondary system
based on memorization and the ovils.of considering this
stage of secondary education, as a stage of specialization,

.- supporting. his argument with the conclusions contained in
the report of the American Committee formed to re-organize
college education and the report of the International Committee
on Education Develorment, better known as the Edgsrd.Faure
report,

.11,

11k

Concluding his' article, the write called for injecting
. fresh ideas in any specialized comiiittee, council and
centre in order tolensure that eduction is
*he p.nes of the new concepts of our ale.

developed along

e

STUDENTS 2

Admission of is,

ill. Mustafa, 'Abdul Rahman,,"I' Al-Nazar fi Nuzum
Al-Qabul Bil-Madaris Wal-M ra'ahed l-Jamilaat 'ala Asas

dAl-Raghabat Wal-Muyul", (Reconsi eration of the. Systems of
Admission in Schools, Institutes and Universities in the
Light of Desires andAptitudes), "Al-Gumhouriyah" newspaper,
24th year, Issue No. 8545 , (May 21, 1977r p. 67....4i

In this article, the writer reviewed the recommendations
adopted by the People's Assembly Youth Committee in connection
with the systems of admission in schools and universities.
He also reviewed some gaps in the present practice of
Admission, showing how these gaps may be eliminated.

Other subjects dea21.t with in the article are distinction
in. athletics and social activities, rules of enrollment in
postgraduate education and the general policy towards
physical education pursued in the sector of education.
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cOncivasng nil article, theleriter rbviewed the Committee!s
recOftendations on extending care to the young workers in

, factories and companies.

SUCCESS

,112. Hashes, Ahmed, "Al-Wasaya Al-Sab' Lil-Naj
Seven amendments for Success), "Akh ar Al-Yom'
25th year, Issue No. 777, (June 25, P.

Thewriter began his article with an i ication,of the
dimensions of success from the point of view of psycho1q$Y.
*giving the causes for success and the basic points whi
one should pass in order to attain the target of succ

He, went on to say that the target should be clear in the
hind of the pupil, mentioning the motives which intensif
the individual's activities.

Following an. explanation of the manner in which a pupil
could divide his effort and make use of his senses in
ensuring-that his lessons are fixed in his mind, the writer
said that pupils should give themselves breaks and profit
from these intervals of rest.

4.1k
The writer went on to explain how 1c4sons could be comprehended
and retained and how free association Of,Adeas takes place.

He then dealt with the problem of forgetfulness, Vdicating,
the remedies for it and concluded his article wit a talk
on absentmindedness, showing how it adversely affects
memorization and mentioning the means for overcoming it.

(The
spaper,

TEACHER TRAINING

113. El-Shakei, I rah' m Mohamed, "Limaza NusiTr %ale.
I'taa Al- 'allim rlman Mall min Zumalaihi?", (Why do
we Insist Giyi Teachers less Education than their
Colleagues. ' ahifat Al-Tarbi ah", (Magazine of Education),
29th year, o. 7), pp. 27-30.
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COMMenting on teacher training at various 1 to, the
writer observed that teachers (in Egypt) are iven less
knowledge than their counterparts (abroad) who reach the
same level of education aqd receive the same degree.

He mentioned examples of the very little knowledge given
to teachers, whether as to quantity or as to quality,
mentioning two apparent causes for this phenomenon and
indicating what should be done to remedy this situation.

After mentioning the true reason for denying teachers
the right to equality with their counterparts, and Atescribing
the status of a,teacher when Egypt was subjected to,,cplonial
rule, the writer came out with suggestions which, in his
opinion, wou dgkelp in doing away with this phenomenon.

"TEACHERS

Qualification - Primary Schools

114. A.R.E., Legislatifts, Laws, Regulations ... etc.,
"Ministerial Resolution No. 108 Dated June 23 1977 in -

Connection with tfii-Com Iimentar Academic anZ Educational
US cat on o eac ers ea masters

:7 'e r mazy age , a ro, net o t e nipter, stry
Urgducatiok, 1977, 6 stencil pages.

This Resolution consists of four chapters comprising 19
articles'. - zz

.

Chapter 1, which'emb ces the first eight articles, sets
forth, the conditions a procedures for admission and
specifies the classes in men and women teacher training
colleges which are suits le for the enrollment of to chers
according to'the qualific tions Of each. It also spec ies
the terms and conditions or enrollment as external students
and for the examination .f these external students.

Chapter 2, which comprises the next four articles, describes
the system of examination in-:these studies and specifies
the fees payable by c ndidates sitting for annual or
diploma examinations. It also mentions the subjects from
which students tri exempted and prescribes the conditions
ft.r *itting for' examinations.

ect

ti
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Th third chapter, consisting of Articles 13 and 14,
deals ,with disciplinary penalties and the conditions for
registration for the second time.

The fourth and last chapter, which embraces the last 5
Articles, consists of geOeral rules regarding the holidays
granted to teachers to enable them to sit for annual or
diploma examinations and also regarding the density of
classes in these studies.

li

The rules provide for the publication of the Resolution
in the Of cial Gazette and specify the date of its coming
into fore .

',

Transfer of

11S. 'Izzeddine, Yo ssef, "QawatieNaql Al-Mudarriseen-
Wal-Mudarrisat Al-MU htaribeen fil-Marhalah Al-/btidaiyyah",
(Rules fdr Transfer my Primary School Teachers and Mistresses
away from their Nativ Countries), "Al-Gumhourtyah" newsnaper,

The writer reviewed the citcumstances under which teachers
and tistresses are transferred, saying that the desires
expressed by them wore granted, in order to put.an end
to the phenomenon of placing a teacher away from his
own native country and to make teachers feel a measure.of
stability enabling them to devote all their energy to
the educational process.

24th year, Issue 8552, (May 28 177), p. .

He also reviewed the terms and conditions under which
these transfers were made with few exceptions.

The writer mentioned the locations and regitns where
educational personnel are granted expatriate allowances.
He also teviewed the elements taken into consideration
at the time of transferring headmasters and headmistresses,
listing the conditions to be fulfilled by each.

mos
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TEACHERS CTIPHYSICAL SCIENCES

116. Mikhail Nazmi Hanna, "MU'all m Al-'Ulum Al-Tabl'iyyah;
Ahdaf 'Amalihi Wa-Wasaly1 Tahclictiha'; (The Teacher of
Ph sical Sciences. Aims of his Work and Methods of Aehievina

OM ASSill a a :oo s or pages.

In the first chapter of his boOk, the writer defined physical
sciences and described their characteristics, significance,
aims and methods of discovery, invention and problem solving.

Chapters 2 and 3 deal with the interaction between science
and the society through the material impact of science on
society as well as the type of education offered by the
Society to its individuals, with an indication of the role
of the teacher of sciences in such impact. .

In. Chapter 4; the writer dealt with the fuiviion of the science
teacher and the considerations from which the teacher derives
his importance in the educational machinery. He further
dealt with the teacher's characteristics and methods of
training, explaining the present condition of training.

Chapter 5 defines the Aims of science teaching and the
criterion for measuring its effectiveness.

In the sixth chapter, the writer deals with the methods
whereby the teacher organizes the scientific course. He
relates the criticism directed against these methods
and explains the problem-solving method.

The seventh\and eig chapters are devoted to tethods of
science teaching and y the advantages and disadvantages
of each, whether such`.. ethods depend on the spoken language
or on experimentation \and practical studies.

In his ninth chapim.,the writer deals with programmed
education and education through the television, being modern
methods for science teaching.

The tenth chapter deals with other activities and methods
related to science teaching, such as chalk blackboards,
demonstrative fcirms, slides, films, science clubs and
societies and scientific exhibitions.
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In Conclusion, the writer deals with the aims, bases and
methods of-evaluation in science teaching, showing how
evaluation help% in achieving the aids of this school subject.

A bibliographical list of Arabic and foreign books is
published at the end of the book.

TEACHING BODIES

How to Overcome Shortage

117. Saleht Ahmed, "Al-Qitaa' Al -'Aamm Wal-Qitaa' Al-
Ehass fi Azmat Hayaat Al-Tadrees", (Public Sector. and
'Private Sector'in the Problem of Teaching Bodies' Shortage),
"Al-Ahram Al-Igtisap." magazine, Issue No. S22, (May 1S,
077), pp. Z6-29. w

The writer began his artiCle with a description of the
magnitude of the problem of shortage in Egyptian univer-
sities' teaching bodies, showing how this problem affects
university education. in the country.

Turning to Egyptian private scholars who were.. studying
"abroad either on private scholarships or at their own
expense, the writer showed the role they could play in solving
this problem.

According to the writer,Egyptian private scholars refuse
to return to theservice of their Motherland after they
complete their studies abroad for a variety of-reasons,
mainly: non-recognition in,Egypt of a large number of foreign
certificates owing to the difficulty of assessing them and
equating them with-corresponding Egyptian high certificates
the red-tape,preceding appointment in Egyptian universities
and hi her institutes, the economic factors represented in
the scholar's inability to pay the customs uties levied.
against his personal...effects, the difficult of locating
a suitable dwelling and the social factors esented in
private scholar's clnim.to be. eat d on t ame level
as his colleague who was enjoys goverental .scholarship...,
as to seniority in appointment n promotion.
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TEACHING METHODS

118. 'Abdul Latif, Ahmed, "fttijahat Tarbawiyyah nahwa
Tartest Al-Ta'leem fil-Dirssah", (Educational Trends
towards a Teaching Method for Studying), "Al-Ra'id" magazine
Of teachers, 2nd year, Issue No. 2 11'3, (June-September.
1977), pp. 14-1S.

In dealing with performance as a Means for communicating
knowledge, the writer mentioned both 'the "project method"
and the "whole method" and discussed the relation between
the teacher 110 the studentS, showing the difference'
between improvisation and renewal.

The writer then dealt with experience as put to practice,
stressing the need for involving students in the lesson snd .

fertile teacher to prepare hii lessons and his remarki
before discussing-them in the classroom.

He went on to explain the meaning of guided training
saying that this typef training should be repeated in
.different forms and eill'hasizing the need for positive training.

Concluding his article, the writer mentioned the"selection
method" showing how it generates a spirit of competition
between students.

TEXT BOOKS

119. A.R.E., National Centre for Educational Research,
Committee for Developing the General Policy regarding the
Preparation and Publication ofText Books; "Hawla Al-Wad'
Al-Qayem Lil-Kitab Al-Madrasi fi Maddat Al-Tareekh",
(Present Condition of the Text Book of History), Cairo,
1377, / stencil pages.

Following an introduction on the general philosophy of educa-
tion and the importance of text books i1 teaching civics
in general and history in particular, the report reviewed
the present condition of history'text books utilized in the
primary, preparatory and secondary stages of education and
An men and women teacher training colleges, showing their
deficiencies, explaining the causes for such deficiencies
and indicating the manner in which they are remedied.
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*report also reviewed .some recommendations which may be
dopted in this respect.

J kNie

20. Committee for Developing the General_Polic Regarding
he Preparation' and Publication of Text Books, C ird, May
977, "Committee's Recommendations", ComMittee o ,General
ducation. and Traininp, National Council for Ed ation,
cieetifie Research and Technology, 1977,6 stencil pages.

hese recommendations fall into four parts.

art l consists of recommendations on the faCtors influencing
he standard and utilization of a text book, including

endations on the technology of text book composition
preparation for each'particular school subject and the',

estinc of the book prior to its circulation.

ecommencrations on the text book's auxiliary elements_are
et forth in Part 2. These dial with the development of -I

eaching.methods and system* of examinations, the preparation.'
f a teacher's handbook, the procurement and, preparation of
pecialized scientific magazines, the provision of reference
oohs and booklets for pupil's use. and the supply of
duceWtiOnal'ai0s.

he third part domnr$'ses recommendations on the technology
f text book prihtip publication, while the fourth and
ast part contains r endations on text book economics.

racial recommendati are listed on copy right of text
ook authors, duration of copyright and remunerations
ayable to authys.

21. A.P.E., National Centre for Educational Research,
ommittde for Developing the General Policy Regarding the
rep ration and Publication of Text Books, "Report, on Books-
f,Mathematics", Cairo, 1977, 8 stencil pages.

.

ealing with text books of mathematics in the primary stags
f education, :the renort described the present condition
irtext books as to the substance, content, style and
guage of the technical material contained therein, It
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also dealt with the pertinent educational aids and'the
production of text bolts.

Then follows general recommendations on the promotion of
)01kt.::boafts of,m0hpiatics in the primary stage.

Turning to text hooks of mathematics in. the 'preparatory
4t*ge (dealing with modern ancUtraditional'Mathematics),
thei:report.dOcussed their substance, content, fermi; produc-
Aion'and-pri4ing.

General recoMmendations follcoW on the development and promo-
tion 'of text books of matheMaticsn_the preparatory stage:

'Lastly, the xepprt dealt with text)books of'mathematics
in the secondary- stage, giving/Tecomiendations aimeA at
developing them.

0

122. El-Sebaei, Igla "Report by the Committee of Social
Sciences (Geography)), Cairo, National Centre for Educational
lfteSearch, 1977, 13/stencil pages.

s

Following a description of the steps taken to'undertake
this study, the report singled out the geography text books
used in third year primary and second year secondary to Avow
their advantages and disadvantages.

Then followed an analytical survey of some geography text
books Used in Belgium, France and Czechoslovakia, showing
:how these books are wriit ten, the procedures taken'for
preparing them, their financing and distribution.

The report ended with a set of recommendations and suggestion*
which, if carried out, would ensure that geography text
book appear in an'admirable form. These recommendations
and suggestions cover the entire process of text book
production,A.ncluding composition, printing,. illustrations
and art work, volume, size and cover.

123. Naguib, Ahmed, "Icitisadiyyat Al-Kitab Al-Madrasi",
(Text Book Economics), Cairo, National Cbntre for Educational
Research, .1977,4p stencil pages.
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Following an'introduction on the efforts and, expenses spent
(ma yestr.by, the Ministry o tion .in ottlerto,print the
tlikt:bOoks, the writer related the experiencikof Prance
the United' Kingdom, 'Democratic Germany and some developing
countries in this field, showing their nractiOes:,,In printing,
publishing and distributing text books.

Reviewing the situation in Egypt where text book's,are
distributed by the Ministry Of Education, the writer came
out with some suggestions aimed at,producing well4rin-ted
text books which could be used and re-used more than: once.
He also mentioned some considerations which need to,be ti ken
into account when his suggestions are carried out.r.-

toncluding,biS studtal: writer referred to some Otifections ,

which might be rais some difficulties which quid. be -

encountered, rronosing ways-and maims for sutMountiniutbese
objections. end difficulties.

Development of

124; Mohamed, Samah,Rafi°, "Report on
Development of Philosophy-Text Looks ",
Centre for Educational Research, 1177,

lo

the Evaluation and.
Cairo, National
11 stencil pages.

In an introduction. to his report, the writer t with
-philosophy text Looks which have been subjected

, ldation
and mentioned the sources from which he compilti the.material
set forth in the report. , ,

The writer than divided the report into two parts. The first
part consists of an evaluatiqn of the nre'sont conditions of
philosophy text books. Here, lie dealt with the academic
material contained in the text books,As to their substance,-
method'of organization and presentation, style,. language and
behavioural, and psychological orientation. In the same part,
he dealt with the text book's educational aids, their form,
printing production, theoretical andeapplied Material
contained therein and the manner in which these books are
written and tested.

The second part of the report contains suggestions. and
recommendations aimed at developing philosophy text books
Is to. their content, sdbstahce, academic material, oTganiza-
tion and, esentation of the, subject matter contained therein.
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461,44, National, Centre for Educational Maparcti,
thniCAI-Sicretariat for BcientificSubject#; "Study of

t S of Text Books on Subjects .of Develcbed
14rIULIKEEELIWAI.n bi the 8i es of o era ,Eductitibn
_111111.011. an ,a n ccor ance w

n enporar ren s ,a TO r ' 0, i a enc 1
sig. ,,,

,

V011owing an explanation of the justifications for conducting
tibiastudy, and after identifying the .b ody.which prepared
its draft, the people who drew its general policy and these'
who conducted it and having explained its method and the
publications consulted in writing it, the document proceeded
to a series of evaluation processes of the text books currently
in use in,Bgyptian schools. ,

.

,Evsluation covered textbooks of-developed sciences and.
.health'education used in the primary ind'preparatory stages
-of education,,showing their advantages and shortcomings_.
as to their scientific content, aiding facilities, form,
printing production and deficiencies.

Other e*aluationt covered textbook* of developed physical
.

'sciences used in.the first and second years secondary of the
Scientific Branch, tpxt books .of biological science's used
in the same years arfil text books of physical and biological
sciences used in the third year secondary during the school
year 1976/77.

,

Lastly, the document carried suggestions.and clarif cation*
regarding the measures to be taken for the lort an long
term development of text books. . .

Q .

Pieparation of

126% A.R.E., National Council for Education, Scientific
Research and Technology, Committee on General Education and
Training, "Recommendations of the Committee for'Developing
the General Voricy Regarding the Preparation and Pub]-calion
of Books", Cairo, 077, 3 Stencil pages.'

This report comprises ten recommendations on the preparation
and production of the text book.
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These recommendations are distributed over six parts.

The*rst part,which:deals with,the compoiition and
preparation of tent bOoks, consists of' three recommendations(

Part 2, dealing with the:testing. and fellow uji of text; books

in actUat. practice, Censists of,,threerecommendations.

Part 3, dealing-with the complementary elementsof text
books; Part 4 which deals-with(the auxiliary.elements
enabling the text book to perform its educational function,
Part 5, which is concerned with the technology of text book
printing, and production and Part 6'which deals with text
boOk economics, all-consist of one .recommendation each.

,. ii7. A.R.E., National CciUncil for EdUcation,4Scientific:
.Rasearch and Technology, Committee.on 'General Education and
Training, "Report of the Committee for Developing the

.-General'Policy-Regarding the Preparation and Publication
of-Text Books", Cairo; 1977;, 27' stencil pages.

k
.

; The: irst part of this report, which donsists
/
of hire "arts,

,deals with the present condition of7text bookstin Egypt
in general. . .

1
e '

Following an introductory note on the function of text books,
the report dealt with the present status of text books in,
Egypt, giving an evaluation of the role which official text
"books play in Egypt. .*

Part 2 conthins an evaluation of specimens of text books
used,in.the various stageS of general education.in Egypt.
review is made of the outcome of an examination and-analys
conducted on, some text books in fields of-sciences, mathematics,
civics, philosophy and Fkench and English languages.

The third part reviews the factorA,which influence the
standard and utilization of textbooks. In this connection,
the report relates, the factors pertaining to technology,
composition and preparation of text books.

eet

Part 4 deals with the complementary eledents of text books.
In this connection, the xeport mentions that teachers'
handb9oks are prepared in conjunction with the students'
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0 covering all sChool subjects for each year of
It also points out the impact ofteaching methods,

on systems and text book printing and production
" ,

iftkand last part deals' with text book economics,
gh; lilehgth of .copyright period and reMunflitioni

Otbors.

Printinp of

A.RiB., Central Agency for Academfc and.Scholasxic
,Text Books, "Suggestions in Connection With the Printing
Utbakn'of Text Books", Cairo, 1977. 3 stencil pages.

tit 40$cription is given in this document of'the practical
experiment of printing.text books for universities and
rpchodls during the year.1976/77, with an indication of the
technical.problems, encountered in connection with the
rdeuction of these text books.

Thelaccuent then reviewed-the problemslevealed by the,
expreriment, mentioning the requirements,tiy-the Central
Agency for Text Books in order to fully assume its respow-

to,the aims which would be fulfiLled
once a private press is established for the Central Agency.

Oere, the .document emphasizes the need for the Central
Agency to be self-sufficient producing all unive sity
and school -text books, printi g periodicals and dem stration
taterial,re-printing foreign scientific and academi text
books normally imported fn foreign currency and printing a
large number of books poisessing a special nature, such as
technical and scientific books.

Lastly, the document menticiped the funds that would be
needed to achieve the contemplated aims.

(
129. El-Shebini, Abdul kAal, "Ikhraj Wa-Tiba'at Al-Kutub
Al-Madrasiyyah", (Production and/Printing of Text Books),
National Centre for tducational Research, 1977, 9, stencil
pages.



After reViewingthe efforts deplo Central AgenOyO4N e
toT Acadomiband"Text Books in'th 'fie d of pritting tho
text books ModIded for univeriitie Ind IS heels and indicating
the Agency's tiquArements in orde to be ca abie in the
future of prOducing text books Witt' good pr riting4Ind -
*eduction, the docuient related the conditions which, if
fulfilled, would guarantee the, production of well - printed
text booAs,,

-
In this connection, it dealt with printing aw material,
such as good nailer and cover, ink, production techniques,
site and dikensions of book, type face, clarity of pictures,
_illustrations and maps, occasions for inserting pictures,and
maps in the book, use of colour and, lastly, freedom from
trogtaphical errors.

Retigious*Institutes

130. El-Saqqa, Ahmed Hegazi, "Aslihu Kutub Al-Aihar",
(Reform Al-Azhar's Text Books), "AL-Gumhouriyah" newspaper,
24th year, Issue No. 8512, (April 18, 1977), p. S.

11(4lowing a:review of the subjects studied by the students, of
Al4zhar, the writer, explained that these subjects represent
a combination betweet sciences of religion;and religious
interpretation taught eversince them:lays of the Crusade
Wars and secular subjects which are taught in the schools
of the Ministry df.Education. The writer concluded that this
combination does injustice to students of

.
Al-Azhar.

He went on to say that the text boo's taught in Al-Ather,
especially on religious' subjects, riled to be,simplified and,
re-written in a clear and modern, style. '

Concluding his article, the writer gave a review of the
problems which have been occupying Al-Azhar's religious
scholars since 1961 and until this day and called upon the
People's Assembly to take Interest in these problems with
the aim of devising solutions for them and endeavouring
to reform and develop the text books used in Al-Azhar.
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:YOCATIONALTIAISING

41;:.A.R.E.',*NatidnalCOOAcWiof EducitiOn, ScientifiC
Iteeetreh suOVIOChnolOgyiBrAnOhl of COneral Education end '

Irian 44 IDEdUcatiditand. thn o 1 l'and VOcational
ta ni a,ro, eenc

,,.4t:ithcbstinnikz.;oUthis uMe 4 list was given, of the
. !

1401401.11 the,Comisittee entrOS, et With -the preparation of
thevecommenflationson technologie/ And vocational education-.
and training, A review was 'Madeof this Committees' activities
mntWitt recommendations,Were; a4loptec4

.

After: Wining the standards AnOpetifications of labour
ittruCturtAn the Arab Republic of;EgYpt the docusient
reviewedthe recommendations adopted by the Committee=en
thi4reparation of technicians,. skilled labourt:Craftsmen--
Anii'eemi-,skilled labour.

Other recow endationsdealt with the, preparation of teachers ,

and trainers, curricula and text books, training linking
technological and vocational education and training with
other educational stages, encouraging enrollment in technolo-
gical and vocational education and training,linancing problems,
planning and supervision.

The document qnded with a set of general recommendations.

YOUTH

132. Khandari)ih,' Sel-im As'ad, "Dirasah Mugaranah Li-

,

Munazzamat Al-Shabab fi'Suriyyah Wa-Misf", (Comparative
Stud of Youth OT anizations in S ria and E: jet), Cairo
epar men o ompara ve uca on an ucat onal Adminis-

tration,-Paculty of Education, 'Ain Shams University, 1977,
260 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of COmparativec
Education and EducatiOnal Administration, Faculty of
Education, 'Ain Shams University, for obtaining the degree
of MA. in Education.

This dissertation consists of seven chapters;

. 6
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1

etr.1idr1ine. the signif ca ce of this research,
...the' ?Obi under discUS ion "describes the method .

tild.,by he'lii their and definest terms uaeld in the
I' hmrc. , 1

thAlef 2\deals ith youth orgdazations the 'wor and
.16,00c Abea the, Oh racteristics of youth:

:1i Chapter 1; th 1 writer, dealt with Arab youth, showing
leNdr.4hataeteriatics and oroblems and'indicating the measures
taken to provide Youth with care, listing the organizations
\Undertaking thisitask in the Arab World.

the,fourth 4411itar:is. C.ncernedmith,the Youth Organization
Of iheSyrian_Atab while the fifthdeals, with thel...
YO4th Organization of the Arab' Republic. of Egypt and inditates
itshaimS, organiz4iOnal\struCturelind role In the fields of
004tiCs.,.cultureand!other activities,,

ItiChapter 6,-the-aUthor drawta comparison between Youth
Organizations inIgypt and Syria.'

:The Seventh and last chapter containt a let of reCommehde
tiOnvand'sugfestiOns aimed, at helping youth to develop
lbeirloeisonality and provide them with everything that
contributes .towardstheir-performance of the role expected
from' them. .

A; list of Arabic and foreign reference books consulted by
the author in the course of the preparation of"his thesis
As appended.,'' .

, *
133. Bhhij, Mut'fa , "Al-Ahzab Wal-Shabab",,(Political

,

Parties and the Youth), ,"Al-Gumhouriyah" newspaper, 24th
year,Issue No. 8503, (April 1-9, 197/), p. 5.

The writer began-his ar icle showing to what extent the new
political parties conce n themselves with the youth with
the hone of.dontaining hem. He stressed the importance of
being conscious of the roblemi of 'youth and of benefitting
from the, lessons of th past in orientating them.

Following a review of he evils of the present curricula in
schools and universities, the writer said these 'Curricula

Mal

4
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40 inadequate to meet the,reouirementi of oUr.age, adding
that political parties should guide the youth both. education=
ally and ,vocationally, and, direct them to acquire knowledge 4
linailearnink. By so doing, political parties would' elp in
offsetting the deficiencies of curricula and in qual ying
young men to know thethiplve$ and their possibilities.

Concluding his article, the writer showed how youth orienta-
tion would result in creating a tremendous base of vigilant
'young men for the 'political parties.

134. El-Ghandour, '"Hiirat Ali-Sbabab Mum nab,
Najah Al-Shabab MUmkin.: fai-Anta TasOtil an Mk um Misr
fi Ayy Makan", (Emigration of YoUtli isiPossib Success /
of Youth is Possible; You Can Serie,StYpt Anyw re);
"October" magazine, ist year., Issue No. 33, (J ,1Z 1977),
pf-TT-767:

-Th* writer' began her articie.w4Ws descri ti the state
ofiperplexity in which youngiMen find, them 1 os in the
face of the problem of emigration, giving 44 1 of fathers,
mothers a d the. State regarding this pro \., .

I
1 S

Following historidil review df,emigration'and how it
started in ypt in 1959, the writer explained the stages
through whic this rmo ment passeuntil 1973, indicating
the causes whic ve young men too venture on emigration

' in each stage and citing the opihfOn,of young men and
students who actually travelled and the views of Egyptian
ambassadori accredited to the countries to.which Egyptian
young men emigrated. ,

\

The Writer went on to suggest some ideas for. emigration;.
showing the political role exregted from.Egyptian,youth

- abroad.

Beforo concluding her .article, the writer soughtthp 'views o
girls on emigration and, indicated the benefits which flgypt
rears from emigratiOn and those reaped by'the emigrants
themselves. - .

- e

J.

4
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